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ABSTRACT 

Communicating the Gospel through Narrative Preaching to the Japanese Congregation. 

Matsumoto, A kihiro, Th.M. Western Theological Seminary, 
Holland, Michigan. 1999. 

In light of the history of traditional storytelling arts in Japan, narrative preaching 

communicates the gospel effectively to the common people in Japan, so that they may 

respond to the message and their lives may be transformed. 

In chapter 1 ,  I will research on the three traditional popular narrative arts of Japan, 

among which I will focus on rakugo, a comic storytelling monologue, because it is close to 

preaching in terms of communication style. It is interesting that classic rakugo originates 

in Buddhist preaching. 

In chapter 2, I will argue that it is significant and even imperative for a preacher to 

contextualize his/her preaching to the congregation's culture. I also want to demonstrate 

that the Japanese are a story-loving people, about which the preachers must take note. 

In chapter 3, I will introduce narrative theology as a theological basis for narrative 

preaching. Here I will argue that the gospel is expressed in narrative forms in the Bible and 

the congregation is invited to participate in the larger gospel story through our sermons. 

In chapter 4, I will introduce the premise that currently there is a trend of narrative 

preaching in the North A merican churches. I will address its characteristics under three 

categories: narrative preaching as storytelling, narrative as a pattern of development of the 

sermon, and biblical narratives as the major framework for preaching. 

In chapter 5, after discussing the power of the story and the limitations of narrative 

preaching in Japan, I will propose several sermon patterns which I believe are effective in 

communicating the gospel to the Japanese congregation. After that I will put a brief 

conclusion. 

Finally in appendix, I will put my sermons which correspond to the proposals 

mentioned in the previous chapter. 
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Chapter 1 

RESEARCH ON THE TRADITIONAL POPULAR NARRATIVE ARTS 

OF JAPAN 

Introduction 

We know that the gospel message is so precious and that we are to preach it 

throughout the world. We tend to be satisfied, however, when we proclaim it whether the 

receptor accepts the message or not. We sometimes quote the parable of a sower (Matthew 

1 3 :  3-9) to persuade ourselves, saying, "My task is to sow seeds. I did it. Maybe the 

receptor's  heart was the path." Another passage of the Bible, however, says, "Paul and 

Barnabas spoke in such a way that a great number of both Jews and Greeks became 

believers"( Acts 14 :  1 ) . Here, as a preacher, I become curious to know in what way they 

preached the gospel to Jews and Greeks, and as a Japanese preacher, in what way I should 

preach it to the Japanese congregation. To preach is one thing, and to communicate is 

another. When we try to know how we can communicate the gospel effectively as 

preachers, we have to know and respect the receptors, because "the receiver has the final 

say over what the results will be. "1 Kraft insists that if receptors are as important to the 

communication process, it is incumbent on Christian communicators to be more receptor-

oriented than is often the case, because Jesus Himself was receptor-oriented.2 

The Japanese translation of the word sermon is "sekkyo," which consists of two 

1 Charles H. Kraft, Communication Theory.for Christian Witness (New York: Orbis Books, 1996), 
p.67. 
2 Ibid., p.80. 
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Chinese characters meaning "explanation of teaching." It also can connote "scolding" by a 

parent or a teacher. So one of the impressions of preaching for the Japanese people who do 

not know church related terminology may be "a time when they have to endure." Besides, 

the Japanese translation of the word church is "kyokai," the two Chinese characters of 

which stand for "teaching society." Therefore preaching in a church sounds more like a 

lecture of theories about God. Receptors tend to feel that a preacher gives them conceptual 

thoughts of doctrine. The time of preaching, however, must be an actual moment when 

God is speaking to the congregation. The definition of preaching offered by Bernard Lord 

Manning is "a manifestation of the Incarnate Word, from the Written Word, by the Spoken 

Word. "3 How can we bring about this excitement? 

When we think about communication style, we must not ignore the culture of the 

receptors. In an earlier generation's popular discussion of biblical hermeneutics, it was 

commonplace to distinguish between the "vehicle" (the cultural setting) and the "cargo" 

(the religious truth) contained in the Bible. This "cargo" might be variously understood as 

a set of basic propositions or fundamental principles which are lived out in a specific 

cultural setting. But the problem is that religion and culture form together an integrated 

web of signification, so we cannot simply "extract" religion from its cultural setting.4 

Therefore, preachers have to be concerned not only about the content of their sermon but 

also its container. Culture has to be respected because no one can live without it. Culture is 

that matrix within which we "live and move and exist"(Acts 1 7:28), the nonbiological, 

nonenvironmental part of our lives that we learn from our elders, that we share with our 

community, and in which we are totally submerged from one end of life to the other.5 Kraft 

3 John R. W. Stott, Between Two Worlds (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1 982), p. 266. 
4 James V. Brownson, "Reading the Reader" (Unpublished manuscript), p.40 
5 Charles H. Kraft, Anthropology for Christian Witness (New York: Orbis Books, 1996), p.32 
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illustrates this using the Southeast Asian story of a monkey and a fish. 

Monkey and Fish got caught in a flood. As the waters rose higher and higher, 
Monkey found a tree and climbed to safety. As he got above the water level, he 
looked down and saw his friend Fish still in the water. So, out of concern for his 
friend, he reached down, rescued Fish, and held him tightly to his chest as he 
climbed higher in the tree. This, of course, was the end of friend Fish, since he 
cannot live outside of water. 6 

I tended to think that Japanese culture is a pagan culture so we have to be careful that this 

cultural influence may not come into the church. This is, however, not the way of Jesus, 

because when he entered the cultural life of first-century Palestine in order to communicate 

with people, he did not wrest the people from the culture but honored it. "If we are to 

witness effectively to human beings, we have to take account of the culture in which these 

human beings live. "7 Eugene Nida states, "Good missionaries have always been good 

'anthropologists'"8 Likewise, good preachers also must be good anthropologists. 

In order to be a good anthropologist, research into the culture of the receptors is 

needed. There are various kinds of communication arts in Japan which are well-known to 

non-Japanese such as Kabuki (traditional Japanese theater), Noh (classical Japanese dance-

drama using masks), and bunraku (puppet theater), but since my concern in this thesis is 

preaching, I will research in the field of the traditional popular narrative arts of Japan. In 

this chapter, through this research, I want to know what kind of "vehicle" the Japanese 

hearers are fond of being communicated the "cargo" of the gospel. I will study three kinds 

of art forms first, and then I will focus on rakugo, which is the traditional comic 

storytelling art because it is close to preaching in terms of communication style. 

6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Eugene Nida, Customs and Cultures (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1954), xi. 
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A. The Traditional Popular Narrative Arts of Japan 

The traditional popular narrative arts of Japan can be divided into four major genres: 

utaimono, or lyric recitals; katarimono, or epic recitations; yomimono, or story reading; 

and hanashimono, or storytelling. Misumi Haruo divides present-day narrative arts into 

these four groups, using as the principle for his division the presence or absence of musical 

accompaniment and dance. Story reading and storytelling are, as a rule, performed without 

musical accompaniment. The story reading genre is represented by kodan, and the 

storytelling genre by manzai and rakugo.9 

(l)Kodan 

Kodan means "lecture" and was originally used by Buddhist preachers for sutra 

explanations. Later, during the Muromachi period ( 1333- 1 573), warlords gathered 

narrators, mostly Buddhist monks, at their courts and had them read or tell secular stories 

for their entertainment. In the early Edo period ( 1600-1 868), masterless samurai or 

warriors started reading war tales to larger audiences in towns. They are considered to be 

the first kodan performers in the modem sense of the word. Their material was taken from 

the Taiheiki, "The Chronicle of Great Peace," a romantical ly embellished war chronicle of 

the fourteenth century. 

The Kodan performer sits behind a small desk. As a rule, however, he does not use a 

manuscript. Most kodan stories tend toward moralizing and consequently attract the older 

generation more than young people. The tales have no humorous conclusions like 

hanashimono or storytelling, but they usually have a happy ending. This applies, too, to the 

9 Heinz Morioka & Miyoko Sasaki, Rakugo: The Popular Narrative Art of Japan, (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Council of East Studies, 1 990), pp. 3-5. 
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perfonnance of vendettas or ghost stories. After a bloody fight or a final horror scene the 

narrator does not forget to add a few calming remarks. 

In addition to a fan, the kodan narrator uses a wooden clapper. With his clapper he 

strikes the desk whenever he wants to emphasize his words or draw the attention of his 

listeners. Blows with this indicate turning points in the plot or the transition from narration 

to direct conversations between characters in the story. In general, the lecture-like tone and 

the rhythm of the perfonner' s voice are characteristic features of kodan, distinguishing it 

clearly from the genre of hanashimono.10 

Kodan languished during the early 201h century in the face of new amusements such 

as movies, while dated material and a dearth of new perf onners contributed to its further 

decline after World War II. Since about 1 985, however, the emergence of female kodan 

narrators has contributed to a renewed interest in the story reading art. The new narrators 

employ topical themes, such as women's issues, in the creation of new kodan material. 11 

(2)Manzai 

The oldest stage of manzai can be traced back as far as the 8th century. The word 

meant "cheering," or, literally, "1 0,000 years."  "Cheering manzai" was established as a 

narrative art when it became the custom for two representatives of a Shinto shrine to go 

from house to house during the first day of the year. They perf onned comical dances and 

engaged in congratulatory repartee believed to be messages from local deities or prayers 

for " 10,000 years" of long life and good luck. During the mid-Edo period, the two 

perfonners came to be called tayu, a wit who was usually older than his partner; and saizo, 

10 Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
1 1  Japan: An Illustrated Encyclopedia (Tokyo: Kodanhsa, 1 993), Vol.1, p. 804. 
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a straight man who often misinterpreted what the tayu said and did. 12 This is the old type of 

manzai and as a matter of fact, now very few Japanese people know that there was a 

custom like this. 

The new form of manzai features a comical dialogue exchanged by a duo. Hanabishi 

Achako (1897-1974) and Yokoyama Entatsu (1896-1971) are known to be the pioneers of 

today's manzai. Re.cently these vaudevillians are appearing more and more on TV and 

gaining increased popularity with the public. Many new comic styles and actions have 

been introduced. Some groups use musical instruments and others have more than two 

actors or actresses. 1 3  

Today the repartee of manzai performers - the wit is now called tsukkomi and the 

straight man hoke - is distinguished by its fast pace, its use of current events, and its swift 

shifts, often bizarre association, from topic to topic. 14 Because of these characteristics, it is 

observed that the younger generation is more attracted to manzai than the other narrative 

arts. 

(3)Rakugo 

Rakugo is a traditional one-man talk show in which different figures are 

distinguished by different voice qualities and head/body orientations of the performing 

artist. The stories are characterized by a humorous contrast of stupid (but sometimes 

enlightening) and wise (but often trite) statements exchanged by a young fool and an old 

master. The stories usually end up with some punning punch lines ( ochi). There are two 

12 Morioka & Sasaki, p. 6. 
13 An English Dictionary of Japanese Culture. Nobuyuki Honna & Bates Hoffer eds. (Tokyo: 
Yuhikaku, 1 986), pp. 1 64- 1 66. 
14 Japan: An Illustrated encyclopedia, Vol.2, p. 922. 
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kinds of stories: classic rakugo, traditionally inherited by masters of the art, and new 

rakugo, newly concocted to describe current phenomena. Professional comic storytellers 

are called hanashika. They start their career as an apprentice to one of the masters of the 

art. After many years of special training and trial performances, they have to obtain a 

license to be in�ependent performers. Typically they wear kimono and sit in a formal 

manner on a small cushion (zabuton) wh�n they tell rakugo stories at a special rakugo 

theater called yose.15 

The art of telling humorous short stories to the people was already highly developed 

in Buddhist preaching of the 6th and 7th centuries. In the 16th and 17th centuries, these were 

called karukuchi banashi, literally "light-mouthed stories." At the end of the 18t11 century, 

the term otoshi-banashi came into use, meaning "stories with an otoshi (=ochi), or a punch 

line. " A hundred years later, the word otoshi-banashi had come to be written with 

ideographs having the Sino-Japanese reading raku-go. Since the late-Meiji era (ca. 1900) 

this has become the standard term for this genre of narration. The simplest form of an ochi 

is a pun. Plays on words abound in all types of classical Japanese literature and they are 

often far-fetched and illogical. In a broader sense, rakugo also includes a number of long 

stories that do not necessarily end in ochi. These are mainly dramatic and moving tales of 

the common people's life, ghost stories, or parodies of famous kabuki scenes. The topics 

and the material were taken from kabuki and kodan and presented in a colloquial style that 

could be easily understood by everyone. 16 

After World War II, although the proliferation of new entertainment media has 

greatly reduced the number of yose, the adaptability of rakugo to both radio and television 

15 An English Dictionary of Japanese Culture, p. 226. 
16 Morioka & Sasaki, pp. 8-9. 
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has ensured its survival. Now many universities also sponsor rakugo clubs whose members 

study and perform rakugo for their own entertainment. 1 7 

( 4) The common points of these arts 

We have seen the three genres of the traditional popular narrative arts of Japan. It is 

interesting that there are several common points among them. First of all ,  all of these 

genres have religious origins. Kodan and rakugo were started by Buddhist preachers and 

manzai was started by representatives of Shinto shrines. We can understand that those 

religions tried to spread their teachings to the common people in those days with 

impressive ways and actually they were successful in filtering their religions into main

stream Japanese culture. Secondly, all of them have classical types and modem types. It 

means that they transformed themselves as the culture changed. Thirdly, the performers of 

these arts did not use scripts. The Kodan performers, even though they sit behind small 

desks, as a rule do not use manuscripts. It tells us how important eye contact and facial 

expressions are for the storytellers and even for the story readers to appeal to the audience. 

Fourthly, all of them have clear ending patterns which the audience recognizes and is 

satisfied with. Finally, all of them were aimed specially at the common people, while the 

other traditional communication art forms such as Kabuki, Noh, and bunraku were granted 

increasing prestige as they became attractive to the upper classes. These were ranked as 

representative arts of Japan, admission fees rose to the level of high-class Western theaters 

and they became a luxury so that the common people could no longer afford them. The 

yose, which are vaudeville-type variety halls for kodan, manzai and rakugo, has escaped 

the fetters of stifling institutionalization and the performances offered on stage stil l  bear 

17 Japan: An Illustrated Encyclopedia, Vol.2, pp.1246-1247 
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marks of a close connection to the life of the common people. The admission fee is that of 

an average movie theater. Through these common points, we can see how much the 

Japanese people, especially the common people, love listening to stories. This should give 

some clues to Christian preachers who are struggling to find effective ways to 

communicate the gospel to the common people in Japan. 

B. What a Preacher Can Learn from a Rakugoka 

In this section, I will pick up particularly rakugo, and try to find some lessons which 

we preachers can learn form a rakugoka, or rakugo storyteller. 

(1)  Rakugoka is a storyteller. 

Even though Japan has become a very literate society, we need to remember that 

basically people are oral beings. Walter J. Ong, in his book Orality and Literacy, discusses 

the differences between oral and literate cultures, but he makes an important distinction 

between primary oral cultures and secondary oral cultures. 18 The former is a culture 

without a written language and the latter a culture with a written language that also has a 

residual oral culture operating with it. In this sense, Japanese people live in secondary oral 

cultures. 

According to Tex Sample who wrote Ministry in an Oral Culture, traditional and 

oral people do not think in propositions, theory, and discourse because they believe that 

life is deeper than theory. 19 In order to communicate with those people more effectively, we 

should use stories rather than systematic explanations, proverbs rather than principles, 

18 Walter J .  Ong, Orality and Literacy (London: Routledge, 1 982), p.4 1 .  
19 Tex Sample, Ministry in an Oral Culture (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1 994), pp. 
3 1 -35 .  
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practices rather than theoretical discussions, and help them to think in relationships. Tex 

Sample expresses this in the following way: 

Oral people go through a story in their minds to sort out the moral questions. Some 
call this scenario thinking. That is, one story triggers a story in the listener, and the 
listener thinks through her own story, the communal relations it entails, and the 
empathic associations connected with it. 20 

When I read this passage, I was reminded of what I had preached about on Mother's 

Day in our church a few years ago. I began my sermon by telling an old Japanese story. 

Once upon a time, in one area of Japan, there was a terrible custom that when 
women got very old they had to be disposed of deep on a mountain. There was a 
kind man, however, who couldn't do such a thing to his mother, so he tried to hide 
her in a secret place. One day, as he was threatened with death by the governor 
because of this, he carried his mother on his back and dashed into the mountain. 
After depositing her there, on his way back home he found that many branches had 
been bent toward his home so that he might be able to return home without losing 
his way. He determined that his mother had done that while on his back because of 
her love toward her son. On that spot he repented and hurried back to his mother, 
and carried her back to his house at the risk of his life. 2 1 

After relating this, when I told my own story concerning my mother's love for me, almost 

all of the congregation also had had some similar good memories like that so they were 

reminded of their own stories. And when I quoted proverbs, "Do not despise your mother 

when she is old"(23:22) and "let her who bore you rejoice"(23:25), I felt the message 

reached their hearts. I realized the power of the story in the sermon then. 

Kraft tells us a similar point as follows: 

We in the West tend not to take folklore very seriously. We tend to focus more on 
what we call history and science . . .  but several generations ago, westerners also 
taught their children through myths, legends, and fables. Many of what we now call 
fairy tales have at the end of the story a sentence like, "The moral of the story is . . .  ," 
followed by a proverb or other type of wise saying. 2 2  

He also says: 

20 Sample, p. 39. 
21 I quote this story from my memory. 
22 Kraft, Anthropology, p. 265 
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It is very significant to me that Jesus was a storytel ler. We westerners are 
sermonizers, and there is a big difference between the effectiveness of a storytold 
message and a sermonized message . . . .  Jesus came from heaven to communicate in 
the most effective way. He told stories to a story oriented society. 23 

Japanese people are not an exception. They love to listen to stories through which 

the Christian message can be communicated more effectively rather than conceptual 

thoughts. As preachers, we have to develop the skills of storytel ling. Eugene Lowry, in The 

Homiletical Plot, clearly points out this as fol lows: 

Rather than perceiving ourselves as engineers or architects, we view preaching as an 
art form and see ourselves as artists . . . .  Preaching is storytel ling. A sermon is a 
narrative art form. 24 

(2) Rakugo is monologue. 

A rakugoka seats himself before the audience. He uses no scenery. He is only 

allowed to use a hand towel and a fan. Still ,  a rakugoka holds the attention of the audience 

to the end of the story using his voice, gestures and facial expressions. He can become one 

character after another with a simple tum of his head and a change in his voice. Since the 

repertory of classic rakugo is very small, aficionados have heard the basic story many 

times. But stil l  they delight in the storytel ler's particular version, his arrangement of 

familiar episodes, and appreciate his timing and the verisimilitude of the details he adds. 25 

Therefore the content of the story must be prepared very carefully, and at the same 

time, rakugoka must make every effort to perform it effectively because the interplay 

between performer and audience is extremely important. The same thing can be said for a 

preacher. I tended to be satisfied when I finished writing my sermon on Saturday night, but 

23 Ibid., p. 270 
24 Eugene L. Lowry, The Homiletical Plot (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1 980), pp. 1 4- 1 5 . 
25 Japan: An Illustrated Encyclopedia, Vol. 2, p. 1 246. 
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now I realize that it was only half done. To write a sermon is one thing but to communicate 

it effectively is another. In order to communicate, not only the content of the sermon but 

also how to deliver it is crucial. Preaching is not one-way speaking as the congregation is 

supposed to respond to it. So a preacher must deliver the sermon in such a way that the 

congregation responds to the message. Thus, even though preaching is a monologue, the 

time of preaching ·is made up by the congregation as well as the preacher. 

(3) The final line is a punch line ( ochi, literally, "the drop") 

This is the characteristic ending from which the term rakugo was coined, the word 

being written with two Chinese characters meaning "drop" (raku, also pronounced ochi) 

and "word" (go). In his autobiography, one of the rakugo masters, Sanyutei Ensho VI, 

remarked that nowadays there are only a few hanashika (rakugo storytellers) who have 

really mastered the art. There are many who give good performances but the conclusion 

falls flat. The oldest document that expressly refers to the ochi as an essential element of 

storytelling seems to be the one by Ishikawa Ryushu. It is interesting that Ryushu' s 

criticism of the otoshibanashi of his day is similar to Ensho's  remark about present-day 

rakugo. In Chapter 4:10, "How to Tell a Story," Ryushu wrote: "The essential points are, 

first, the ochi; second, fluency of speech; and, third, gestures. Quite different from the old 

tales of Sorori, stories nowadays are funny but loose, witty, but vulgar and frail. They fall 

flat mainly because the ochi is bad."26 Without the element of surprise, a pun turns into a 

boring banality. 

Mark Twain, who in some respects can be called the rakugo storyteller of America, 

commented in his essay "How to Tell a Story" on the essence of a punch line: "Very often, 

26 Morioka & Sasaki, p. 69. 
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of course, the rambling and disjointed humorous story finishes with a nub, point, snapper 

or whatever you like to call it. Then the listener must be alert, for in many cases the teller 

will divert attention from the nub by dropping it in a carefully casual and indifferent way, 

with the pretense that he does not know it is a nub. "27 

Both the storytellers of the East and West tell us about the importance of the 

conclusion of the story. When the rakugo story comes to an end and the audience hears the 

final line, they laugh and applaud the storyteller because they are convinced and satisfied 

with the content of the story. When Jesus spoke, it is often written in the gospels that 

people were amazed at him because they were convinced by what he had said. One of the 

examples is Mark 12: 17 which says, "Jesus said to them, 'Give to the emperor the things 

that are the emperor's, and to God the things that are God's. ' And they were utterly 

amazed at him." Our sermons also have to have the final convincing line through which 

the congregation understands the message so that it may remain in their hearts. 

(4) Rakugoka do not have a manuscript or notes with them. 

In order for a rakugoka to communicate the story to the audience to the utmost 

extent by using gestures and facial expressions, a rakugoka does not use a manuscript to 

look at while on the stage. Bruce Salmon, pastor at Village Baptist Church in Bowie, MD, 

wrote an article on the title of"Preaching Without a Net: Delivering Sermons without 

Notes." He explains his experience of delivering a sermon without notes as follows: "Far 

from being a recitation of a memorized script, it was a re-creation of what I had written. "28 

It means that as he delivers a prepared sermon, he re-creates it in a new and unique way. 

27 Ibid., p. 69. 
28 Bruce Salmon, "Preaching Without a Net: Delivering Selillons Without Notes" in Preaching 
vol.14, Number 2 (Sept-Oct. 1998), p.34 . 
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Salmon points out four benefits of delivering sermons without notes. 1) He writes 

the sermon with that in mind. In the course of writing, if he sees that the sermon is getting 

too complex to be preached without notes, he simplifies. If the sermon is too difficult or 

complicated for a preacher himself to memorize, how can it remain in the hearts of the 

congregation? 2) He tries to visualize the sermon in blocks of material so that the sermon 

flows naturally from one movement to the next. This narrative art form makes it easier for 

the congregation to be attentive to the sermon and to understand. 3 )  He makes major use of 

stories because they are easy to remember for the preacher and for the listener. 4) He tries 

not to worry if he forgets a few details. Sometimes he receives additional inspiration in the 

process of delivering a sermon. Finally, he concludes as follows: "If I should take a tumble 

from that high wire act, one of two things will happen. Either I ' l l  fall flat and God will 

help me to get up and keep going, or I' l l  learn how to fly. "29 

(5) Originally rakugo was a form of Buddhist preaching 

There is a connection between rakugo narration and early Buddhist preaching. 

Buddhist preaching in Japan has enjoyed a rich and varied tradition of nearly 1,400 years. 

It started in the Asuka Period (61h century) when Buddhism spread throughout the country 

and flourished in varying forms. The most common term for "sermon" in the Buddhist 

sense is sekkyo (sutra explanation) which is the same as the Christian sermon. At the end of 

the 16th century a great preacher and narrator appeared. The Buddhist name under which he 

became known was Anrakusan Sakuden (1554-1642). He is called the pioneer of 

otoshibanashi (present rakugo) narration proper. In the first decades of the 17t1t century, 

Sakuden worked as a preacher and traveled a lot. His sermon followed the principles of 

29 Ibid. 
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Agui according to which amusing tales were inserted in order to attract the attention of the 

audience. In 1615, at the request of the Vice-Governor of Kyoto, Sakuden started to write 

down all the stories he had told in his sermons. The resulting work was the Seishuisho, or 

"Laughs that Shake off Sleep," a collection of 1,039 short stories. This became a vade 

mecum for preahcers as well as for later hanashika (rakugo storytellers). About 30 stories 

from the Seishuisho are told, wholly or partially, in present-day rakugo, usually as 

preparatory remarks preceding the main subjects. One of those frequently heard is the 

following: 

"The Stars" 

The young disciple of a priest is walking about the garden late at night with a long 
pole in his hand. The priest sees him and asks what is the matter with him. The boy 
answers that he wants to have some stars and is trying to knock them to the ground, 
but in vain. "Well, what a fool you are," replies the priest. "You must think a little 
more. For stars your pole is much too short. - Climb to the top of the roof!"30 

I could not find out how we should interpret this story according to the intention of 

Sakuden, but I personally interpreted this story as follows. "Heaven is too high for us to 

reach no matter whether we use a long pole or whether we climb to the top of the roof To 

try to reach the physical heaven by using these things suggests how foolish it is for us to 

try to reach the spiritual heaven by our own effort. Unless heaven comes down to us, we 

can never get there, no matter hard we may try." The funny point of this story is that even 

the priest did not know this truth. 

We can see that the Buddhist monks made a lot of effort to spread their teachings 

plainly and attractively. Classic rakugo mainly consists of Buddhist sermons and 

illustrations.31 In that sense, it can be said that rakugo was the fruit of efforts by Buddhist 

30 Morioka & Sasaki, pp. 221-229. 
31 Kazuo Sekiyama, Sekkyo no Rekishi (A History of Preaching) (Tokyo: Iwanami Shlnsho, 1978), 
pp. 6-7. 
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preachers who tried to communicate their teachings with the common people in those days. 

Since Buddhist monks were required to be eloquent, the word of "a preacher" in Japanese 

later became almost a synonym of an eloquent speaker. Gradually rakugo became just 

comic storytelling apart from religion. Heinz Morioka summarizes the position of 

Anrakusan Sakuden as follows: 

Anrakusan Sakuden may be called the last of the great Buddhist exemplary narrators 
of medieval Japan. After him, other popular preachers have emerged from different 
Buddhist sects, but with Sakuden the intimate connection between sermons and 
popular narration came to an end. Anrakusan Sakuden's  proper position, however, is 
not at the end of a tradition but at the beginning of a new lineage, namely the lineage 
of professional hanashika (rakugo storyteller).32 

This history is very challenging to me. If Buddhist preachers made so many efforts 

to communicate their teachings and if they had such a great influence on the history of the 

traditional narrative arts in Japan, how should we Christian preachers who are called by 

God to communicate the gospel to our beloved people commit ourselves for that? 

32 Morioka & Sasaki, p. 23 1 .  
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Chapter 2 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONTEXTUALIZATION OF PREACHING 

A .  Contextualization as a Theological Imperative 

At first I thought that to try to learn something from rakugo for Christian preaching 

was almost blasphemy to the Word of God. However, I then was reminded of what the 

apostle Paul said, "I have become all things to all people, that I might by all means save 

some" ( 1  Cor. 9:22). To the Jews Paul became as a Jew in order to win Jews. To those 

under the law he became as one under the law so that he might win those under the law. To 

those outside the law he became as one outside the law so that he might win those outside 

the law. We can see those attitudes in the sermons Paul preached in the book of Acts such 

as 13 :  1 6-4 1 for the Israelites and God Fearers in Antioch in Pisidia, 1 7:22-3 1 for the 

Athenians, 20: 1 8-35 to the church leaders of Ephesus, 22: 1 -2 1  to the Jews in Jerusalem, 

and 26:2-23 to King Agrippa. Paul did it all for the sake of the gospel so that he might 

share in its blessings ( 1  Cor. 9:23). 

We can see the same attitude in the sermons of Augustine, Calvin, Luther and the 

great preachers throughout history all over the world. They all were sensitive to the 

cultures of the hearers. Kraft points out that the message is received much more positively 

when presented in familiar art forms rather than in foreign clothing. 33 That is why the 

contextualization of preaching becomes crucial. Lesslie Newbigin suggests that the value 

33 
Kraft, Anthropology, p.  383. 
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of the word contextualization is "the placing of the gospel in the total context of a culture 

at a particular moment, a moment that is shaped by the past and looks to the future. "34 He 

insists that there can never be a culture-free gospel, because "Neither at the beginning, nor 

at any subsequent time, is there or can there be a gospel that is not embodied in a culturally 

conditioned form of words."35 Just as Newbigin tried to look at and analyze modern 

Western culture from a different perspective after having spent most of his life as a 

missionary in India, so we need to do the same thing for Japanese culture. Stephen Bevans 

says clearly that the contextualization of theology - the attempt to understand Christian 

faith in terms of a particular context - is not an option but is really a theological 

imperative. 36 Bevans paraphrases what Henri Bouillard said by saying that "a theology that 

is not somehow reflective of our times, our culture, and our current concerns - and 

therefore contextual - is a false theology. 37 

One of the churches in the U.S .A. that has become the focus of public attention is 

Willow Creek Community Church in a suburb of Chicago. Since its foundation in 1 975 

this church has attracted tens of thousands of people in its community to the gospel .  They 

make their best effort to understand and analyze the culture, and to communicate the 

gospel in such a way that people would feel it was relevant to their lives so that the church 

may reach the unchurched people and make them fully devoted Christians. The church has 

their weekend services at 5:00 and 7:00pm on Saturday and 9:00 and 1 1 :  1 5am on Sunday. 

"Using drama, multi-media, contemporary music, and a message that connects with 

34 Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greek: The Gospel and Western Culture (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1996), p.2. 
35 Ibid., p.4. 
36 Stephen B. Bevans, Models of Contextual Theology (New York: Orbis Books, 1 992), 
p. 1 .  
37 Ibid. , p.3. 
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people's  lives, the ageless wisdom of Scripture is presented in a creative, yet 

straightforward way. "38 Currently about 1 7  ,000 people gather for the five weekend services 

including a service for generation X at 7:00pm on Saturday. They have New Community 

Services designed for the discipleship of believers at 7:30pm on Wednesday and Thursday. 

Now about 6,000 people gather in those services. As I observe their attempt, I believe that 

what they are doing is the very contextualization of the gospel to the current culture of that 

particular community. The third of the 10  core values of Willow Creek says, "We believe 

that the church should be culturally relevant while remaining doctrinally pure." 

As a matter of fact, the original model of this kind of strategy is what Jesus himself 

did. He was born and brought up in the Jewish culture as a Jew. He preached in familiar art 

forms for the Jews so that the Jews might feel that the teaching was relevant for them and 

therefore would respond to his message. Bevans, after presenting external factors of why 

theology must be contextual today, argues that the first of internal factors is as follows: 

The first of these internal factors is the incarnational nature of Christianity. God so 
loved the world that God wanted to share God's very self with men and women and 
invite them into a life-giving relationship with the Godhead. If God was going to do 
this, the means of communication would have to be such that human beings could 
fully grasp, a way expressing the reality of what this invitation into friendship and 
relation was all about. And so God became flesh - not generally, but particularly. 
God became a human being in the person of Jesus Christ, a Jew, son of Mary, a 
male . . .  Incarnation is a process of becoming particular, and in and through the 
particular, the divinity could become visible and in some way become graspable and 
intelligible. 39 

Then Bevans continues to say that we have to keep on in this incarnation process as 

follows: 

It follows quite naturally that if that message is to continue to touch people through 
our agency, we have to continue the incarnation process. Through us, God must 

38 From a pamphlet "Welcome to Willow Creek Community Church." 
39 8 Bevans. pp. 7- . 
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become Asian and African, black or brown, poor or sophisticated, a member of 
twentieth-century . . . .  Christianity, if it is to be faithful to its deepest roots and most 
basic insight, must continue God's incarnation in Jesus by becoming contextual .40 

This is the ultimate task of preachers. Just as Jesus was a real Jew when he lived on earth, 

we Japanese preachers have to present Christ to our congregation as a Japanese in the 

twentieth-century. Even though Jesus was a Jew historically, Japanese people tend to have 

an image that Jesus is a Western man because mainly he was presented to us by the 

western missionaries to our nation. Tsuneaki Kato also says as follows: 

True, these traditions of our church have given us an image of a white Christ. 
However, Christ, painted white in the Western Europe world will not remain white 
with us.4 1  

We tend to have an image of a white Christ, but our task is  to present a yellow Christ to 

our congregation. 

B. Modernization as Westernization, Christianization as Westernization 

Modernization in Japan started when she opened her doors to the Western countries 

again after Perry came to Uraga, Japan in 1 853 after more than two hundred years of 

isolation. Therefore the word modernization has been almost a synonym of Westernization 

for the Japanese. In order to develop civilization, Japan had to imitate Western culture, 

both physically and mentally. Therefore to be modernized, the Japanese had to be 

westernized, which means that they had to be less Japanese. In other words, people thought 

that traditional people could not be modernized. 

Immediately after Japan opened her doors to the foreign countries, the first 

Protestant missionaries such as American representatives of the Episcopal church, the 

40 Ibid. p. 8. 
4 1  Tsuneaki Kato, "A Yellow Christ - Yellow Christians?" in Preaching as God 's Mission Ed. by 
Tsuneaki Kato (Tokyo: Kyobunkwan, 1999), p. 22 1. 
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Presbyterian and the Dutch Reformed church missionaries, came to Japan in 1 859. 

Therefore the missionary work of the Christians was regarded as a part of westernization. 

To become a Christian was considered to be western, which meant to be less Japanese and 

less traditional. Mikio Fukuda, in his presentation to the meeting of the Academy of 

Homiletics held in Princeton in 1 990, says as follows: 

There was a surge of curiosity and hunger for modernity and things Western as 
symbols of that modernity, and Christianity was considered to be one of these 
symbols. And yet, the Christian faith appeared totally alien even to the established 
intellectuals of the day. 42 

Even a patriotic Christian was not considered to be a true Japanese. One of the examples is 

Kanzo Uchimura who started the non-church movement in Japan. He was a teacher at the 

First High School in Tokyo. In 1 890 the Imperial Rescript on Education was promulgated. 

It was required by the state that teachers should bow down in deference to the Imperial 

message when it was read aloud. But Uchimura refused to do so, and subsequently he was 

compelled to resign his post. The epitaph of his grave reads: "I for Japan; Japan for 

Christ." But a certain critic wrote a biographical account of Uchimura and entitled his 

book containing his writing about Uchimura "Outsiders in Japan." It must be pointed out 

that even in Japan today being a Christian believer means in some way to stop being 

Japanese.43 

Four hundred and fifty years have passed since Francisco Xavier, a missionary of the 

Society of Jesus, came to Japan and one hundred and forty years since the first Protestant 

missionaries arrived, but we cannot say that Christianity has been rooted deeply in 

Japanese soil .  Christianity is still seen to be a western religion and Christ to be a white 

42 Robert Mikio Fukuda, "Japanese Preaching : A Brief Analysis" in Preaching as God 's Mission, p. 
1 98 
43 Kato, p.222 
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preacher. We preachers have to take the cultural context more seriously. Mikio Fukuda 

points out as follows: 

A discussion of any preaching must take into consideration the social and cultural 
context in which that preaching is done. The preaching of the Word of God is valid 
and effective only when it is based upon a maximum comprehension of the cultural 
and social context, as wel l  as religious orientation and needs, of the people to whom 
it is addressed . . .  Christian preachers must possess a sensitive understanding and 
mastery of the culture in which their message is spoken. 44 

I heard a story from Vernon and Carla Sterk, RCA missionaries to Chiapas, Mexico. 

They were involved in the ministry of translating the Bible into the language of a tribe in 

Chiapas which they completed last year. When the newly translated Bible was read in a 

service, a young man was so moved that he burst into tears. He could understand Spanish, 

so he did not have any problems with the Spanish Bible to understand the content of the 

Bible. But when he heard the Bible in his own language read aloud, he found for the first 

time that God spoke the language of his tribe. In that sense, we Japanese Christians know 

that God speaks Japanese, because we have had the Japanese Bible for quite a long time. 

But most of the hymns are stil l  translated ones from the Western hymns. I have not done a 

survey, but probably about half of the Christian books we find in a Christian book store are 

from the West. Maybe the Japanese people still have an image that a white Jesus preaches 

to them with an interpreter, or if better, that he speaks Japanese with a strong Western 

accent. Therefore not only when the Japanese people have the impression that Jesus is 

speaking Japanese but also that Jesus speaks as a Japanese, can we then probably say that 

our preaching has been contextualized. Tsuneaki Kato points out that though "the 

indigenization of the gospel" was once a popular term, Japanese pastors have not thought 

too seriously about this matter. He insists that in order for the sermon to capture the hearts 

44 Fukuda, p. 1 94 
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of the Japanese people, we must study Japan and the Japanese people anew.45 

Indigenizaton of the gospel means that the gospel is accepted by the Japanese and is 

rooted in the hearts and the life of the Japanese. Kiyoko Takeda proposes that there are 

five types of indigenization, such as "buried type," "isolated type," "confrontation type," 

"grafted type" and "apostasy type."46 Reiji  Oyama explains these types as follows. 

1 )  The buried type appeared during the war time. When persecution and criticism 

toward the Christians became stronger, the authorities insisted that Japan was a sacred 

nation and the God of Christianity was the same as the traditional gods in Japan. Many 

Christians compromised with those who were antagonistic toward Christianity and 

advocated a Japanized Christianity. 

2) The isolated type is afraid of compromising with other Japanese and tries to avoid 

involvement with the historical reality of Japan. They put strong emphasis on Western 

theology and the way of the Western Church. This type tries to keep the purity of 

Christianity so much so that they exclude all the Japanese ways of thinking as heathen. 

3 )  The confrontation type asserts its position definitely and fights against the secular 

and heathen customs with a resolute attitude. They bum and throw away all the pagan 

symbols when they are converted. 

4) The grafted type does not simply throw away everything traditional as pagan or 

secular but they look for something valuable in Japanese tradition and try to incarnate the 

Christian truth in it. Therefore they do not refuse to confront nor fight, but also try to find 

possibilities in Japanese soil, graft the new life onto it and make a new flower of life 

45 Tsuneaki Kato, "Preaching of the Gospel in the Japanese Protestant Church" in Preaching as 
God 's Mission, p.244. 
46 Kiyoko Takeda, Dochaku to Haikyo (Jndigenization and Apostasy) (Tokyo: Shinkyo Shuppan, 
1 967), p.5 .  
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bloom through that interaction. 

5) The apostasy type is defeated by the fight of faith in the process of trying to root 

Christianity in the pagan soil of Japan and leaves the church. The reason why this type is 

included as one of the indigenization types is that they cannot completely throw away what 

they got through Christianity and continue to l ive in the society of Japan with some 

Christian residue. Oyama concludes that the true indigenization is number 4, grafted 

type.47 He also points out that the Japanese way of thinking is emotional rather than logical. 

According to him, the Japanese do not like abstract logic. Therefore when abstract 

concepts such as philosophy, character and consciousness came to Japan from the West, 

the Japanese had to borrow Chinese words to express them. When we look at the history of 

Christian missionaries in Japan, however, we see that they mainly tried to persuade people 

with logical Christianity. Therefore it was received by the intellectuals but not the common 

people. On the contrary, most of the new religions which have become very popular in 

Japan try to touch the hearts. It is obvious that a religion is powerless to the Japanese if we 

neglect the emotion. 48 

C. The Japanese, Story Lovers 

When we juxtapose the Japanese tradition and the Bible, there are some common 

points and differences between them. 49 One of the common points between the Japanese 

and the Jews is that both of them are story lovers. It is clear that the Jews are story lovers 

by the fact that "the Bible contains more of the type of literature called 'narrative' than it 

47 Reiji Oyama, Nihonjin to Kirisutokyo no Juyo (The Japanese and Their Acceptance of 
Christianity) (Tokyo: Yogunsha, 1 995), pp. 1 87- 1 89. 
48 Ibid., pp. 1 90- 193 .  
49 Concerning this matter, Kazoh Kitamori studies this in detail in his book, Nihon-jin to Seisho (I'he 
Japanese and the Bible) (Tokyo: Kyobunkwan, 1995). 
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does of any other literary type. "50 Thomas Long adds to it as follows: 

The claim that the Bible is a "story book" is not far off the mark. There is, indeed, a 
narrative understructure to the Bible, and even its non-narrative portions bear a 
crucial relationship to the "master" stories of Scripture. 5 1  

The Japanese also love to hear stories. We are brought up by hearing fairy tales 

when we are children. My two boys ask me to tell them stories at bedtime. They do not get 

bored. When one story is over, they urge me to tell another. Not only children, as I 

introduced in Chapter 1 ,  but adults also go to yose to listen to rakugo, kodan, and manzai. 

However, when my sermon gets longer, the congregation begins to look at their watches. 

Why is there this difference between the attitudes toward story telling and preaching? We 

have to learn some secrets from storytellers. Dann Stouten points out "A certain man 

once . . .  a farmer once went out . . .  a woman lost a coin," were all Jesus' way of saying, 

"Once Upon a time." He adds, "All this is to say that whether you're serving pablum or 

meat and potatoes, you first have to get people to come to the table."52 Mikio Fukuda is 

right when he said, "Telling of the Biblical messages in story forms has not developed 

much in Japanese churches."53 He also challenges the Japanese preachers as follows: 

Knowing that there are historical potentials in Japan for imaginative expressions and 
communication, the challenge is clearly upon Christian preachers . . .  It may demand 
superb effort on the part of all preachers to know the Bible and the needs of their 
people. But it certainly requires a sensitive and persistent probe into the cultural and 
social ethos and language of any people to whom the Word of God is to be spoken, 
shown and sounded. 54 

Robert Schreiter deals with four forms of theological expressions in the section of 

50 Gordon D. Fee & Douglas Stuart, How to Read the Bible for All Its Worth (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1 993), p. 78. 
51 Thomas G. Long, Preaching and the Literary Forms of the Bible (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1989), p.66. 
5 2 Dann A. Stouten, Ray Charles by the Roadside: A Study in Narrative Preaching (A Project Paper 
for Doctor of Ministry in Western Theological Seminary, 1994), P.2 .  
5 3  Fukuda, p .205 . 
54 Ibid., p.206. 
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"A Sociology of Theology"55 in his book Constructing Local Theologies. They are: 1 )  

theology as variations on a sacred text; 2 )  theology as wisdom; 3 )  theology as sure 

knowledge; and 4) theology as praxis. According to him, one of the three forms of 1 )  

variation on sacred text is the narrative, or story. He suggests that stories have exercised 

the imagination of most believers in religious traditions more than has scholarly 

commentary. Even in contemporary Western Christianity, especially in the United States, 

the use of the story form has successfully helped individuals to find their own place in 

Christian meaning by examination of their personal histories. He points out that the 

retelling of biblical stories subtly weaves together biblical and contemporary narrative to 

open the semantic possibilities of the biblical text. The first set of cultural conditions that 

seem to be conducive to this kind of theology supports oral over literate forms of culture. It 

is interesting that among the highly literate peoples in the industrialized West, l iteracy 

seems to be losing ground to aural and visual media such as radio and television. Japan has 

the same tendency. The Japanese preachers must be aware of this form of theological 

expression and learn about how people respond in a culture that has a strong oral focus, for 

example, from folklorists who have studied oral patterns for a long time. 

Eugene Peterson, in his writing "Turning Eyes into Ears," makes a clear distinction 

between reading and listening to the Scriptures. 56 He insists that reading involves one 

person with a book written by someone who can be miles away or centuries dead, or both, 

while listening is an interpersonal act which involves two or more people in fairy close 

proximity. By the remarkable invention of the printing press by Gutenberg in 1 437, literacy 

was spread widely and the act of reading was changed from an oral-aural community event 

55 Robert J. Schreiter, Constructing Local Theologies (New York: Maryknoll, 1 996), pp.80-93. 
56 Eugene H. Peterson, Working the Angles: The Shape of Pastoral Integrity (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1 998), pp. 87- 105 .  
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into a silent-private visual exercise. The Scriptures are, however, a kind of book in which 

we can l isten to a writer's  stories and find ourselves in them, listen to a writer's songs and 

sing along with them, listen to a writer's arguments and argue with them, listen to a 

writer's answers and question them. Even though we are living in a culture of literacy, we 

must not lose this attitude when we deal with the Bible. 

Peterson interprets Psalm 40:6 to elaborate on this concept. 57 According to the RSV, 

it reads, "thou hast given me an open ear," but literally it reads, "ears thou hast dug for 

me." Here the Israelites are compared to a human head with no ears. Their eyes read the 

words on the pages of the Torah and rituals were formed. However, they did not l isten 

when God spoke to them. So God gets a pick and shovel and digs through the cranial 

granite, opening a passage that wil l  give access to the interior depths, into the minds and 

heart. The result is a restoration of Scripture: eyes turn into ears. The book is discovered to 

have a voice in it directed to the reader-become-listener, so we realize that "it is written of 

me" (Psalm 40:7). According to Peterson, Christians in the early church heard Jesus 

speaking off of every page of the Scriptures, and when they preached and taught they did 

not expound texts� they preached "Jesus" - a living person with a living voice. 

Tex Sample gives us an interesting and instructive story about a young pastor, Sam 

Mann, a white Alabaman, who came to an African-American congregation in Kansas City, 

Missouri . He preached on his Christology and believed that he did it well in terms of 

representing the theological thought of the church. His professor from seminary would 

have been pleased. Following the service, however, he was confronted by a seventy-eight

year-old matriarch of the church who grabbed him by the sleeve of his robe. As she 

reprovingly waved her finger under his nose, she said to him in measured terms: 

57 Ibid., pp. 1 0 1- 1 02. 
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"Reverend Mann, Reverend Mann, I did not come to this church to hear what somebody 

else said about Jesus. I came to hear what Jesus said to you!"58 

When I read this story, I felt ashamed because I was reminded of myself When I 

began to preach in my church in Sapporo, Japan after graduating from my seminary, I was 

like Rev. Sam Mann, though fortunately I was not told harshly like him. My church is a 

community that consists of the common people. Since I became a pastor there, I have often 

preached theologized sermons. I was eager to build up sound doctrines in the congregation, 

but I did not feel that the messages had reached their hearts. Gradually I have found that 

the common Japanese people accept the gospel message mainly through their empathy 

rather than their reason, through stories rather than logic. At first I thought I had to change 

this propensity, but now I believe that we preachers should accept this and preach in such a 

way that the gospel message reaches their hearts and not only their heads. Tex Sample 

concludes about traditional/oral people as follows: 

Traditional/oral people make a sharp distinction between theories about God and 
"actually knowing the Lord." Their concern is not with their view of God but their 
relationship to God. They are interested, not in Christology, but in Christ; not in 
pneumatology, but in the Spirit. Conceptual thought about God "distances" oral 
people from God. It cuts them off from the power of God so essential to face the 
hard edges of a recalcitrant world that requires day-to-day struggle. 59 

While I was writing this chapter, I had an opportunity to take the test of Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator and I found my type to be ISTJ. According to Oswald and Kroeger, 

the sermons of SJ pastors will tend to be well-organized discourses centered on the Word 

of God, down-to-earth, realistic and direct, reflecting the appointed lessons for the day. 

Those in the pew will be reminded of their duty and obligation as Christians and wil l  be 

58 Sample, p.73. 
59 Ibid., p.75. 
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given practical applications for how they might act on the sermon in the coming week. 60 I 

tend to like a three-point-sermon which is based on systematic theology and doctrines. I 

like to explain so clearly that the congregation does not need to have any imagination. That 

is why I find it particularly good that I am writing a thesis on narrative preaching now 

because this kind of sermon does not come out of me unless I make a special effort. I am 

not saying that narrative preaching is always the best way for the Japanese congregation. 

However, if I can add this kind of preaching style to what I already have had, it will help 

me to communicate the gospel to a wider range of people. And I believe this can be said 

about other preachers also. 

60 Roy M. Oswald and Otto Kroeger, Personality Type and Religious Leadership (Washington: 
Alban Institute, 1 989), p.79. 
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God is always connected with other events through the necessity of linking phrases. 63 

The story of Jesus is also the story of the Church; or rather, the story of Jesus opens 

onto the Church's story, so that the two stories are one story. This is because Jesus' story 

does not come to an end with his death, but continues, and does so in many ways. The 

Church is the community that tells Christ's story by being itself the continuing story of 

Christ; embodying the story of Christ in the circumstances of its day. The Church is its 

story but that story is shaped by the story of Christ. The story of Christ is not finished. It 

includes the stories of all those people who were touched by him, and of the people 

touched by them, and so on through the church's touching history. But there is another 

more important sense in which Christ's story is not over but continuing. It is the sense in 

which Jesus Christ is not dead but alive, having left the past in order to return from the 

future. The Church is not to look for the living among the dead, modeling itself upon a 

memory (Luke 24:5), for Jesus has gone on ahead, awaiting those who follow after (Mark 

1 6 :6-7). The Church is shaped by a story that is even now being told. It is shaped within a 

story that it has also shaped and is shaping: the story of the body of Christ. 64 Thus narrative 

theology cannot begin with the Bible without at the same time beginning with its readers: 

the Church. Those who read and that which is read are mutually related in the event of 

reading. This is the reason for which we believe that preaching is not a lecture of the things 

which happened in the past, but an actual moment in which God is speaking to a particular 

congregation in order to shape it. 

Why narrative? Why attend to the narrative function, to the telling of stories? Why 

insist that Christian convictions are best conveyed in story, rather than in proposition and 

63 Ibid., pp. 1 79-1 97. 
64 Ibid., pp. 82-86. 
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maxim? Loughlin says that one answer would be that narrative is basic in human life, 

beyond culture and rooted in nature. Therefore narrative is not an accidental form for the 

expression of Christian faith in Jesus Christ. For insofar as it is faith in the person of Jesus, 

his identity as God's Christ is given in his life, death and resurrection, and that can be 

given to us only in story. Who is Jesus Christ? This question is answered by the scriptural 

story, which is fitted to the telling of his identity. 65 

B. The Narrative Structure of the Gospel66 

What the gospel means differs person to person. For some people, gospel means 

forgiveness of sins. For some, it means reconciliation with God. Stil l  for some, it means 

healing of the sick. And for others, it means to be able to go to heaven. Gospel is what the 

early Christians thought Christian faith to be all about. Even within the New Testament, 

different writers articulate the central message of Christian faith in different ways. For Paul, 

the gospel means that Gentiles are not required to undergo circumcision. In the Synoptic 

Gospels, the message of Jes us focuses on the coming reign of God. In the Book of Acts, 

the gospel seems closely related to the promise of forgiveness of sins. Hence, in the midst 

of substantial diversity in articulating the gospel, it seems clear that for New Testament 

writers, the gospel is always tied up with the identity, death, and resurrection of Jesus of 

Nazareth, a story that is announced as an act of God that offers a hopeful promise for the 

whole world. 67 This is what the Bible as a whole wants to communicate to the whole world 

because it is the good news for each and every person. 

65 Ibid., pp. 64-67. 
66 In this section, I am deeply indebted to the ideas of James V. Brownson in his book, Speaking the 
Truth in Love (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1 998). 
67 Ibid., p. 47. 
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Even in the Gospel of John, where the word for "gospel" is not found, the universal 

significance of the person of Jesus and his death and resurrection is clearly presupposed in 

the entire presentation of the story. In other words, we can summarize that the gospel is the 

life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ with the culmination of God's saving purpose 

for the world. A summary of"the gospel" like this is not intended to be a basic set of 

propositions from which the rest of Christian faith is deduced.68 For the gospel is not 

merely some critically assured minimum confession that we share with all Christians. It is 

rather that narrative or charter story that shapes our lives at the deepest level as 

Christians. 69 

Brownson clearly mentions that the primary emphasis on the use of the term 

"gospel" is  on a narrative that announces what God has done in Christ.70 Gospel cannot be 

understood as a doctrinal proposition but through a narrative. For example, William 

Placher gives a summary of biblical narrative as follows: 

First, the scriptures tell a story about how the whole world has God as its creator, 
about how all of this world - matter as well as spirit - is intrinsically good, about 
how, for as long as there have been human beings, we have distorted our relation 
with our Creator and the world in which we live. In spite of all our sin, the story 
goes on, God did not give up on us but continued to watch over humankind, and in 
time established a special relation with the people of Israel, calling them to be a 
"light to the nations," a visible sign of God's love of this world. Then God's Word 
became incarnate in a human being, who died on a cross for our sins and was raised 
from the dead. In response to Christ's life, ministry, and resurrection, the church 
came into existence as a witness through which the story could continue.7 1 

By reading this kind of narrative, we can see what the central message in the Bible is. 

Therefore, biblical narrative becomes crucial for us to understand what the gospel is and to 

68 Ibid., pp. 48-49. 
69 Ibid., pp. 80-8 1 .  
70 James V. Brownson, "What is the Gospel? Participation Not Consumption" in The Gospel and 
Culture Vol. 1 0, No.4. (Dec. 1 998): p. 2. 
71 William C.  Placher, Unapologetic Theology: A Christian Voice in a Pluralistic Conversation 
(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1 989), pp. 1 3 1 - 1 32. 
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communicate it. 

Michael Root argues that narrative is not merely ornamental in soteriology, but 

constitutive. Within soteriology, theologians for centuries have been drawing on narrative 

skills to explain how Jesus is redemptive.72 According to him, soteriology presumes two 

states of human existence, a state of deprivation (sin, corruption) and a state of release 

from that deprivation (salvation, liberation), and an event that produces a change from the 

first state to the second. It presumes then the sufficient conditions of a narrative: two states 

and an event that transforms the first into the second. A necessary condition of a Christian 

soteriology is that the story of Jesus is seen as decisive in that movement. The soteriology 

task within Christian theology is, then, to show how the Christian story is the story of 

human redemption. 73 

In order for the narrative of the gospel to redeem the reader, there must be a 

relationship between the narrative and the reader. Concerning this matter, Root explains as 

follows: 

The Christian narrative can also bear a storied relation to the reader. The Christian 
story and the life and the world of the reader do not exist in isolation, but constitute 
one world and one story. The reader is included in the Christian story . . .  The stories 
of Jesus and of the reader are related by the narrative connections that make them 
two sequences within a single larger story . . .  The story is good news because 
redemption follows from the primary form of inclusion in the story. 74 

No member of the congregation is excluded or isolated from the Gospel story in the Bible, 

because all are connected with each other beyond the gap of time and space. Through a 

sermon, a hearer needs to realize that he or she is one of the characters in the Gospel story, 

72 Michael Root, "The Narrative Structure of Soteriology", in Why Narrative? Readings in 
Narrative Theology, edited by Stanley Hauerwas and L. Gregory Jones (Grand Rapids: William 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1 989), p. 263 . 
73 Ibid., pp. 263-265. 
74 Ibid., p. 266. 
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and also that the biblical characters are his or her contemporary figures. The task of a 

preacher is to cause this realization among the congregation; to build a bridge between the 

ancient days in the Bible and now, and Israel or the Mediterranean districts and Japan, so 

that both of us may create a larger Gospel story centering upon Jesus' story. 

C. The Patterns of Biblical Narrative75 

William Placher proposes that Christian theology makes a claim about an emerging 

pattern. For example, a Christian sees the universe as the creation of a loving God. On the 

other hand, a Buddhist sees a pattern of striving and suffering, to be escaped only by 

Enlightenment. An atheist, perhaps, sees a different pattern, or denies seeing any 

meaningful pattern at all. Christians believe that at some future time this now somewhat 

ambiguous pattern will become clear. We find in the pattern of Jesus' life a pattern that 

recurs again and again elsewhere in the Bible, in extrabiblical history, and in our own lives. 

For example, we can see the pattern of Jesus' passion in the story of the sacrifice of isaac 

(Gen. 22), Joseph sold into slavery (Gen. 37), a slaughtered lamb at the Passover (Ex. 12), 

and so on. Such reading is known as "typological interpretation." Therefore, the story of 

Christ, which furnishes a key to other stories in scripture, seems to make sense of my 

personal story too. Probably it is better to say that we find the stories of our individual 

lives making sense only because they are part of a larger story which has Christ's  story at 

its center - a story some theologians have called "the history of salvation." Christ's  story 

provides Christians with a pattern we see again and again but also with the center of a 

75 In this section, I am deeply indebted to the ideas of William C. Placher in his book, Unapologetic 
Theology: A Christian Voice in a Pluralistic Conversation (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox 
Press, 1989). 
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larger pattern that is for us the shape of al l things. 76 

Thus, biblical narratives which have Christ's story at its center become the center of 

Christian preaching, too. As the congregation listens to it again and again, they gradually 

can see a master pattern by which they correctly know who God is, who they are, and what 

the relationship between God and them are. As the congregation hears such sermons 

repeatedly, a pattern of truth is emerging for them. For example, when King David 

committed terrible sins concerning Bathsheba, Nathan did not even have to remind him of 

relevant passages from the Torah. He told the story of the rich man who stole his poor 

neighbor's  one little ewe lamb and thus gave David a pattern for understanding the evil of 

his deed. David entered into the story completely, so before Nathan came to the conclusion 

of the story, David made one, by saying, "As the Lord lives, the man who has done this 

shall surely die !"  (2 Sam. 1 2 :5). When David was told by Nathan, "You are the man !"  

David could see what he  had done and who he  was through the pattern of God's 

perspective, which prompted him to a real repentance. 

I remember when I told the story of the Prodigal Son to my older son, as the story 

ended with the persuading words of the father (Luke 1 5 :32), my son asked me, "Then, 

what did the older brother do?" I realized, then, that the scripture did not give us the 

conclusion so that we should make a conclusion by ourselves. Jesus told this parable to the 

Pharisees and the teachers of the Law (Luke 1 5 : 1 -3), and they were the ones who had to 

conclude this story. If they say, "the older brother should make merry and be glad with his 

father because his younger brother came home alive," then that statement is directed to 

themselves, asking, "Are you glad that these tax collectors and sinners have come back to 

God?" If they say, "the older brother does not need to go home to welcome his younger 

76 Ibid., pp. 1 24- 1 28. 
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brother," then they can clearly see how they believe and act themselves. Thus the biblical 

narrative gives us a pattern by which we can see our true selves and how we are supposed 

to see the reality and act in it. 

Some fundamentalist Christians wil l  insist that the historical truth of every detail of 

the story matters to Christian faith. Some other Christians might say that they use Jesus as 

an inspiring moral example and any historical question does not matter to them. Hans Frei 

offers a useful middle ground between these extremes. In his view, the biblical narratives 

lay out the shape of the world in which we live and depict the character of a God to whom 

they call us to respond. If we take the Bible as an accurate history book, then we never 

have to think about its impact on our own lives when we reflect about its truth. If we take it 

as illustrating moral lessons, then we never have to worry about its narrative truth at all .  

But if we pursue this middle route, we face again and again the question of what parts of 

this story really matter to our lives as Christians. Only in reflecting both on the world 

described in the story and on the character of a life lived in that world, both on the God 

depicted in the story and on the nature of a life lived in response to that God, can we begin 

to sort out what kind of truth claims the story calls us to make.77 This is what we preachers 

should help our congregation to do through the time of preaching. 

As I read the biblical stories and as I use them to try to understand my own life, I 

also come to realize that in these stories God's initiative has a kind of priority. The logic of 

the stories is that God's action comes first and generates human responses. God first loved 

me, so I love Him and His children. Jesus first chose me, so I follow Him all the way of 

my life. These responses by our congregation are the goals when we preach the biblical 

narratives. That is, my acts of love are a response to a love that loved me first; my projects 

77 Ibid., pp. 1 3 1 - 1 33 .  
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make sense to me as parts of a much greater plan.78 This is an emerging pattern which we 

preachers want to show to our congregation through our sermons. 

Hans Frei points out that much of the Bible consists of stories, realistic narratives. 79 

But biblical interpreters have distorted the text by trying to find a nonnarrative meaning for 

it. Frei argues that any attempt to begin theology with systematic apologetics inevitably 

leads to a hermeneutics that distorts the meaning of the biblical texts by ignoring their 

special narrative character.80 

According to George Lindbeck, most theories of religion take either a 

propositionalist form, which stresses the ways in which church doctrines function as 

informative propositions, or an experiential/expressivist form, which interprets doctrines as 

noninformative symbols of inner feelings and attitudes. Instead of these two forms, 

Lindbeck proposes a cultural/linguistic model for understanding religion. On this model, 

religious doctrines function primarily as communally authoritative rules of discourse, 

attitude, and action. Stated more technically, "a religion can be viewed as a kind of cultural 

and/or linguistic framework or medium that shapes the entirety of life and thought."8 1 If we 

follow this model, we try to describe the language and practice in terms of how they 

function in the life of the community and how they shape the way the community sees the 

world. 82 The position of those who believe in narrative theology seems to fall on this 

model . 

78 Ibid., pp. 1 33-134. 
79 Hans W. Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1 974), p. 
1 49. 

80 Placher, p. 162. 
8 1 George A Lindbeck, The Nature a/Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1984), p. 33 .  
8 2  Placher, pp. 1 62- 1 63 .  
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Chapter 4 

NARRATIVE PREACHING 

BY NORTH AMERICAN SCHOLARS AND PREACHERS 

Since I came to the United States of America last year, I have sometimes heard the 

term "narrative preaching," which was new to my ears. It attracted my attention though I 

did not know what it actually meant. I felt that there was a trend toward the direction of 

narrative preaching among the homiletical circles in North America, which seemed to be 

correct. Graeme Garrett calls it the "new wave" in homiletics. He says in 1994, "The last 

decade or so has seen a powerful renewal of interest both in the practice and theory of 

preaching, especially in the U.S .A." He points out that the book which marked the turning 

point in that debate is As One Without Authority, which was written by Fred Craddock in 

1 971 .83 Eugene Lowry also said in 1 980, "There is a significant trend toward biblical 

narrative preaching at the present time - at least in the homiletical circles with which I am 

familiar," and of course he welcomes this trend. 84 

Many people wonder why there is so much interest in narrative. Is it simply the 

latest fad or are there deeper reasons? Wayne Bradley Robinson is convinced that when 

done well, narrative preaching has the power to effect transformation in people's lives 

because narrative preaching both reflects and impacts on the narrative quality of life as we 

live it. We recognize ourselves in narratives, and we can imagine ourselves changed 

83 Graeme Garrett, "Where have all the preahcers gone? Reflections on the 'new wave' in 
homiletics" in St. Mark 's Review No. 1 58, Winter 1 994, p. 23. 
8 4  Eugene L.  Lowry, The Homiletica/ Plot, pp. 88-89. 
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through narrative in a way that does not often happen through other means of preaching. 85 

The Bible itself is substantially narrative, therefore it hardly seems that narrative is 

something that has just sprung up and will soon fade away like some cultural fad. 

Robinson concludes that "we may be rediscovering narrative as a major mode for 

preaching, but it is hardly a new phenomenon. "86 

When we consider this characteristic of the Bible and the demands of our post-

literate culture, this trend is a kind of necessity. Richard A. Jensen suggests as fol lows: 

Western theology has been dominated for two centuries by the thought world of the 
Enlightenment . . . .  Our culture has taken a fancy to storytelling once again . . . .  Stories 
are universally human modes of communication. There has never been a time 
in human history when stories have not been shared among human beings as a way 
of coming to terms with life in time and space. 87 

He also points out as follows: 

Logical, literate, l inear sermons worked well in the world of print but do not work 
very well for audiences "massaged" by electronic media, and churches have 
sometimes been the last institutions in our society to become aware of this shift of 
communication cultures. 88 

Jensen is convinced that the move to narrativity will greatly enhance our efforts to 

communicate biblical reality in the electronic communication environment in which we 

live today. 89 

I have not yet heard, however, the term 'narrative preaching' as one of the 

homiletical theories in Japan. I feel the need to introduce it to Japanese homilists so that we 

may develop our own ways of doing narrative preaching for the Japanese hearers. Hence, I 

85 Journeys Toward Narrative Preaching Ed. by Wayne Bradley Robinson (New York: The Pilgrim 
Press, 1 990), p.  2 .  
86 Ibid., p. 3 .  
87 Richard A Jensen, Telling the Story: Variety and Imagination in Preaching (Minneapolis: 
Augsburg Publishing House, 1 980), p. 1 26. 
88 Richard A Jensen, "Reviews of Current Literature on Preaching" in Dialogue, 3 1  (Sum 1 992), p. 
1 96. 
89 Ibid., p . 1 99. 
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would like to research narrative preaching by the North American scholars and preachers 

in this chapter. I have found that narrative preaching has a wide range and that it is quite 

difficult to make a boundary around it. Nevertheless, I have come to know that it is 

possible to categorize narrative preaching very roughly into three different genres: first, 

practically as a synonym for storytell ing; second, as a pattern of development which can be 

used even though one might not tell a single story in his or her sermon; and third, the 

biblical narratives themselves as the major framework for the sermons. Here I would like 

to address narrative preaching according to these three categories. 

A. Narrative Preaching as Storytelling 

This is a theory that the story is the preaching itself When the lawyer asked Jesus a 

question about how to identify a neighbor, Jesus preached a brief story sermon called "The 

Good Samaritan." Richard Jensen says, "When I am talking about story preaching, I am 

not talking about using stories in order to illustrate points. "90 Storytel ling preachers do not 

use stories to dress up philosophical propositions or i l lustrate points. For them, the story 

itself is the preaching. They tell a recasted biblical story without any explanation and 

application. So a hearer voluntarily participates in the story, finds him/herself in it, and 

receives a message for him/herself through it. 

The concept of this style is very similar to a novel, a play or a movie. When a play is 

over, the playwright does not come on the stage to explain the meaning of his work which 

the audience has just seen. A Rakugoka (rakugo storyteller) does not give a lecture after his 

performance as to why his final punch line is funny. Jesus never explained why his parable 

of a rich man whose land produced abundantly (Luke 12 :  1 6- 2 1 )  led to the final punch line, 

90 Jensen, Telling the Story, p. 1 30. 
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"So it is with those who store up treasures for themselves but are not rich toward God." 

The hearer is expected to receive the meaning and the message of the parable and to apply 

them to his or her life. As Jesus says, "Let anyone with ears to hear listen! "  Likewise, at 

the end of the story the preacher is not required to come "on stage" and tell the 

congregation, "Now the point of this story was . . . .  " Jensen is convinced that if our people 

get the point of a novel, a play, a movie, etc. then they can be enabled to get the point of a 

story sermon without the preacher's explanatory efforts.9 1  

Michael Williams tells stories in the following way: 

I tell them with l ittle specifically didactic thrust, and I attempt to interpret them 
through the telling itself, with as little additional explanation as possible.92 

He is convinced that to insist on a propositional statement of a story's meaning would 

block the pathway for his l isteners and keep them from taking the journey and 

experiencing the world for themselves.93 For him, stories are 

Sacred encounters that tell us who we are, whose we are, and where we belong. But 
more than that, they bring us to the very frontier of mystery, of other persons, of the 
world, of God. 94 

Yes, stories have power and storytelling preachers believe in it. 

Since I came to this country, I have often heard the works of C. S. Lewis quoted in 

sermons. As a matter of fact, he is the best-selling theologian in the world at the present 

time. The common people read his works and are inspired. This is so because people of all 

ages are touched by his storytel ling skil l .  Many of his best sellers are pure story in form -

The Screwtape Letters, The Great Divorce, The Chronicles of Narnia. They prove that the 

9 1  Ibid., p. 1 32. 
92 Michael E.  Williams, "Preaching as Storytelling" in Journeys Toward Narrative Preaching, p. 
1 09. 

93 Ibid., p. 1 10 .  
94 Ibid., p. 115 .  
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story form can be used as a vehicle for communicating the gospel . Moreover, John 

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress was for many years the second most widely read book in the 

English language, second only to the Bible. Scholars have called Bunyan's  story of the 

Christian life the most influential religious book ever composed in the English language.95 

These facts reminded me of a female Christian novelist in Japan, Ayako Miura, who lives 

in the same district as I. She has exerted a lot of Christian influence on the Japanese people, 

especially in my district. I remember that one of her novels helped me to have a good 

impression about Christianity before I became a Christian. She has penetrated the masses 

with the essence of the gospel through her novels in such a way as evangelists and 

theologians could not do. Yes, stories have power. 

Jensen points out an interesting example how Jewish religious scholars have 

answered through the ages when they have been asked theological questions. 

They have seldom answered these questions directly. The typical answer of the 
Jewish religious scholar (rabbi) to a good question does not usually begin with 
words like, "The answer to your question is . . . .  " That's the direct approach. More 
typically his answer wil l  begin, "Let me tell you a story . . . .  "96 

Midrashim are stories that comment on and interpret biblical texts. Sometimes they retel l  

the text in different words, and at other times they tell stories that shed light on the text. 

Michael Williams came to the conclusion that his preaching is an attempt to explore and 

discover a modem fonn of midrash, of telling stories to interpret biblical texts.97 For 

Wil liams, the primary preaching persona is the storytel ler and he wants to be faithful to 

another storytelling rabbi ,  Jesus ofNazareth.98 

The biblical writers themselves very often communicate with us through stories. For 

95 Jensen, Telling the story, p. 118. 
96 Ibid. 
97 Ibid., pp. 122-123 . 
98 Williams, "Preaching as Storytelling" in Journeys Toward Narrative Preaching, p. 122. 
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example, when they wanted to tell us what sin is, the author of Genesis used stories of the 

first sin and the first murder of human beings instead of giving us some points of our sinfuJ 

nature. Jensen's strong belief is that we should not de-story these stories in our sermons 

and simply pass on the point of the story to our listeners because a holistic exegesis must 

be directed at both form and content. 99 

Now I wouJd like to pick up some of the characteristics of story preaching. 

(1) The aim of story preaching is the participation and involvement of the listener in 

the gospel story 

When we listen to a story, we don't think that it is directly aimed at us. That is why 

we can stand at a distance from our own situation as we listen to it. This distance enables 

us to participate deeply in the story. When Nathan told David a story of the poor man who 

had nothing but one little ewe lamb, David never dreamed that Nathan was talking about 

him. The safety of this distance helped David jump into the story. He was so involved in 

the story that he provided the story's ending. Participation is one of the foremost aims of 

story preaching. 

The question remains how such participation and involvement happen. In order to 

explain it, Tex Sample uses a concept of developmental psychology called "empathic 

core." He understands empathy as "an affect (feeling) response more appropriate to 

someone else's situation than to one's own."'00 When a story touches our empathic core, 

we live in the story and we feel as a character in the story feels, so by telling a story we can 

give an effective ethics lesson. Sample is against the idea of using only theory and 

99 Jensen, Telling the Story, pp. 1 28- 1 29. 
100 Sample, Ministry in an Oral Culture, p. 35 .  
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discourse to teach ethics, saying, "The emphases of moral development theorists like 

Kohlberg have focused too much on cognitive and reasoning processes and have ignored 

feelings. "10 1 

Fred Craddock suggests that the two basic factors in "overhearing" the gospel are 

distance and participation. 1 02 Because David was "overhearing" the story, he could 

participate in it fully. Distance creates a certain kind of safety net which enables 

participation. Jensen summarizes this characteristic as follows: 

The aim of story preaching is to create a world in story which is safe enough for 
people to enter (distance) and powerful enough to involve the hearer in personal 
participation in words of j udgment and grace. 1 03 

(2) The function of story preaching is the indirect mode of communication 

Kierkegaard operated with and often discussed two types of communication, direct 

and indirect. According to Craddock, Kierkegaard regarded direct as the mode for 

transferring information and the indirect as the mode for eliciting capability and action 

from within the listener. 1 04 Craddock tells us an experience of overhearing by Kierkegaard 

himself as follows: 

He was walking through a cemetery late one afternoon when from beyond a hedge 
he overheard an old man talking to his grandson beside the fresh grave of one who 
had been son to one and father to the other. Totally unaware of Kierkegaard's 
presence the grandfather spoke tenderly but forcefully of life, death, and l ife eternal. 
The substance of that conversation, not at all addressed to him, was formative for 
Kierkegaard's sense of mission, and the manner of his hearing it helped determine 
Kierkegaard's use of indirect communication. 105 

If the content of the old man's conversation with his grandson had been directly presented 

IOI Jbid. 
102 Fred B. Craddock, Overhearing the Gospel (Nashville: Abingdon, 1 978), p. 1 1 8 .  
103 Jensen, pp. 138-139. 
104 Craddock, p.82 . 
!OS Ibid., pp. 105-106 .  
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to Kierkegaard on the street, in a classroom, or in a sanctuary, what would have happened? 

Maybe there would have been only a discussion or an argument. Because it was an indirect 

communication, Kierkegaard was able to receive and reflect the substance of it. 

Thomas Oden, in his book Parables of Kierkegaard, says that it is clear that in 

practice Kierkegaard constantly returns to parables and in theory views indirect 

communication as a central requirement of his authorship. He continues, "The parables are 

pivotal for the whole of Kierkegaard's  effort, because they seek to communicate to readers 

their own capacity to reach into their own experience with heightened self-awareness, to 

challenge them to come alive, to become themselves, to become persons, individuals in the 

richest sense."106 

Michael Williams says that by overhearing adults talking on the back porch of his 

house in his childhood he I.earned the power of indirection. One of the qualities he hopes to 

achieve in his preaching is that sense that together preacher and listeners are overhearing 

the conversations that are being whispered or shouted within the biblical texts. 1 07 Stories 

function by indirection. The word from the text is overheard in another context. It enters 

our consciousness indirectly. 

(3) Story preaching is open-ended 

The response of different people to the sermon may be totally different because each 

person completes the sermon for him/herself in a way that fits his or her own l ife situation. 

Rather than getting the preacher's point, they complete it in such a way that something 

meaningful happens in their own experience of hearing and reflecting. The open-endedness 

106 Thomas C. Oden, ed., Parables of Kierkegaard, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 978), 
xv-xvi. 
107 Williams, "Preaching as Story telling", pp. 1 1 3- 1 1 4. 
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of story preaching is inevitable if participation and involvement of the listener are 

fundamental goals. We preachers are afraid that the listeners won't get the point or will get 

the wrong point. Jensen's  answer to this kind of anxiety is that even if we think we made 

our point clearly and effectively in our didactic or proclamatory sermons, actually people 

wil l  hear what they wil l  hear. "Some things, especially gospel things, are just not easily 

heard!" 108 

Jensen is quite confident, however, that those open ends live within the limitations of 

a number of boundaries; they are told in the context of a church service and they have an 

integral relationship to the text of Scripture that is read for the day. Theologically he 

believes that the analog to the open-endedness of story preaching is the Holy Spirit. Where 

everything is not spelled out in exact detail perhaps the Spirit of God can move and work 

with our stories in order that those who hear may hear what it is  that God wishes addressed 

to them. Open-endedness may well enable the Spirit to speak different words out of the 

foundational text to different people. This is his confidence. He admits, however, that 

preaching in story from, preaching open-endedly, is risky as preachers give up final control 

over the content of what they preach. "Story preaching, therefore, is a faith venture."109 

B. Narrative as a Pattern of Development 

A narrative sermon does not necessarily mean a long story or a series of stories or 

i l lustrations. It does not mean that we have to preach on the narrative texts of the Bible, 

either. Central to what defines narrative preaching is sequence. Richard Eslinger argues as 

follows under the title of "Nonstory Narrative Plots": 

1 08 Jensen, p. 145 .  
109 Ibid., pp. 145-1 47. 
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back and forth with possible solutions, but never is able to find the balance. 
Step 3 - The Level (Finding a Solution): Here the bubble on the level of life is 

centered once again. Good and evil are put in their proper perspectives. 
Security is restored and we see that God has always been there with us. 1 1 8 

In order to explain the sermon's movement like a story's  plot, which is a move from 

disequilibrium to equilibrium and from conflict to resolution, Lucy Rose in her made-up 

story lets Christina, a seminarian, say as follows: 

Sarah Johnston's sermon in chapel was like this. She set up the tension in the Good 
Samaritan story. Then she posited the priest and Levite as a resolution that doesn't 
work, that is, we can't walk by forever. Then she presented the 'correct' resolution -
stopping and helping - that led to more tension, that is we can't and don't want to 
stop and help the communist, the street person, the AIDS victim, with that kind of 
selfless abandon. More tension. But the 'go and do likewise' is possible by God's 
grace. True resolution . . . .  Her plot unfolded this way: 

conflict � false resolution � continuing conflict � resolution � 

new conflict � true resolution1 19 

Yes, "it is  the homiletical bind being moved from problem to solution, from itch to scratch, 

that shapes the form of the sermon."120 These are plot forms which are utilized to make 

flows in narrative sermons. 

(2) Inductive movement in preaching 

Craddock gives us a simple picture of deductive movement in preaching as follows: 

Deductive movement is from the general truth to the particular application or 
experience while induction is the reverse. Homiletically, deduction means stating the 
thesis, breaking it down into points or sub-theses, explaining and illustrating these 
points, and applying them to the particular situations of the hearers . . .  .In other words, 
the conclusion precedes the development, a most unnatural mode of communication. 

He even adds, "this is precisely the authoritarian foundation of traditional preaching."12 1  It 

1 18 Ib
.
d 9 I ., p . .  

1 1 9  Lucy Rose, "The Parameters of Narrative Preaching" in Journeys Toward Narrative Preaching, 
p.29. 
120 Lowry, p. 23 . 
1 2 1  Fred B.  Craddock, As One Without Authority (Nashville: Abingdon, 1987), pp. 54-55. 
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is just like putting the punch line first. "The plain fact of the matter is," he declares, "that 

everyone lives inductively . . . . The minister says 'all men are mortal' and meets drowsy 

agreement; he announces that 'Mr. Brown's son is dying' and the church becomes the 

church. "122 This reminds me how I tried to help my sons to study arithmetic and science. 

When my younger son was struggling with how to calculate 10  - 3 = 7, I made a story for 

him: "You had 10  candies. You ate 3 of them. How many candies do you have now?" Then 

he easily understood, because he was concerned how many candies he had. My older son 

was struggling with how to understand about the speed of sound. When I gave him some 

examples such as thunder and fireworks, he nodded because he had experienced that it had 

taken some time for the sound of thunder and fireworks to be heard after the flash. Yes, we 

live and understand inductively. Craddock's thesis is clear. "The method is the message. So 

is it with all preaching: how one preaches is to a large extent what one preaches."123 

Robinson summarizes the two opposite approaches in the sermon as follows: 
In the deductive approach, the "truth" to be discussed, illustrated or proven is stated 
at the outset. In the inductive approach, "truth" is discovered as the narrative 
unfolds, usually near the end of the sermon. 124 

He believes that inductive movement in preaching is noncoercive in its form. When he 

used this movement, he felt as if: 

"People went with me on a condensed form of a journey that I had previously gone 
on myself When I got to the ethical implications at the end, they were like 
discoveries we made together which impacted on me as much as they did on my 
listeners. "125 

In order to understand inductive movement, Lucy Rose let Christina remember an 

experience she had had in an education course at college. The class started with a movie. 

1 22 Ibid., p. 60. 
1 23 Ibid., p. 52. 
124Wayne Bradley Robinson, "The Samaritan Parable as a Model for Narrative Preaching" in 
Journeys Toward Narrative Preaching, p. 98. 
1 25 Ibid., pp. 90-9 1 .  
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There were two clear glasses full of clear liquid on the table. A hand put an ice cube in 

each of the glasses and pushed it to the bottom with a spoon, but each of the ice cubes 

acted differently. After the movie, the professor answered yes-no-questions from the 

students in order to figure out the reason of those strange actions of the ice cubes. It turned 

out that the second glass was warmer than room temperature and contained a mixture of 

alcohol and water. Then Christina realized that the important thing wasn't the answer to the 

puzzle but the process that helps people learn to think. 126 This is what Craddock means by 

the word of "inductive." According to Craddock, the sole purpose of preaching is "to 

engage the hearer in the pursuit of an issue or an idea so that he will think his own thoughts 

and experience his own feelings in the presence of Christ and in the light of the Gospel .  "127 

Christina continues, "Completing the thought, the movement, the decision-making is the 

task of the hearer, not the preacher."128 

(3) The comparison between lecture mode and narrative mode 

Robinson gives us valuable comparisons between the lecture mode and the narrative 

mode of preaching. 129 

First of all ,  in the lecture mode, emphasis tends to be on doctrines, ideas, and 

definitions. In the narrative mode, emphasis is more on process. The question "Who are 

you?" gives us static roles of the person, which are past-to-present oriented. It is similar to 

the Greek way of thinking and is noun-oriented. On the other hand, the answers to the 

question "Who are you becoming?" are more challenging and interesting, and have a 

1 26 Lucy Rose, "Parameters of Narrative Preaching," p. 34. 
1 27 Craddock, p. 1 57. 
1 28 Rose, p. 35.  
1 29 Robinson, pp. 97-99. 
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present-to-future orientation. It is similar to the Hebrew way of thinking and is verb-

oriented. 

Secondly, the lecture mode tends to be based upon the idea that people are basically 

children of the devil whom God is trying to rescue (original sin) and the narrative mode is 

based upon the idea that people are basically children of God on whom the devil has laid a 

hand (original goodness). Our choice influences not only the flow of our sermons but also 

the tone of the voice used. 

Thirdly, the lecture mode has a tendency to imply that left-brain thinking, that is, 

reason and logic, are central. It emphasizes information and thesis, presupposing that if 

people are better informed, they wil l  act better. In the narrative mode, the emphasis is more 

on right-brained thinking, which is connected with the heart and imagination. Concerning 

left/right brain hypothesis, Jensen gives us the following suggestion: 

Didactic and proclamatory preaching will probably communicate most clearly to 
those hearers whose dominant mode of perception is control led by the left 
hemisphere of the brain . . . .  There are some people who grasp things logically and 
some people who grasp things by intuition . . . . then we have a responsibility as 
preachers of the gospel to develop types of preaching, that communicate with both 
modes of perception. t Jo 

Fourthly, in the lecture mode, wherein conclusion is placed ahead of development, 

preaching could become an "I've got it, you don't" style. Such an approach is often to use 

"should" and "ought" and "must," as in "you should ( I  already do ! ). "  In the narrative mode, 

the inductive flow invites the listeners to "take the journey" with the preacher. It is like 

talking around a kitchen table with a few valued friends. It could be said that the lecture 

mode is authoritarian and the narrative mode is invitational. 

Fifthly, the lecture mode is self-veiling in a sense that the preacher's identity is not 

130 Jensen, p. 1 25 .  
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significant and he/she does not refer to him/herself. The narrative mode is self-disclosing 

as the preacher shares his/her experiences and struggles with others. 

Finally, the lecture mode tends to deal in abstract concepts, one sign of which is the 

word-study approach to Scripture. While there is value in this, preachers may have a 

tendency to get lost in concepts and generalizations. "Everybody is nobody, but somebody 

can be everybody." The Samaritan parable of Jes us is more concrete and specific. That is 

why people remembered it and were inspired to respond to it. 

C. Biblical Narratives as the Major Framework for Narrative Preaching 

To understand the difference between B (Narrative as a pattern of development) and 

C (Biblical narratives as the major framework for narrative preaching), Rose's statement is 

helpful: "Several are narrative because the basic plot of the sermon follows the biblical 

story, with thoughtful reflection subordinated to the story. Others are narrative because the 

plot, as in the short stories, moves from conflict to resolution."1 3 1  The former of her 

statements explains the characteristic of C and the latter explains B. As Lowry articulates, 

"the task of forming a biblical narrative sermon is much simpler than that of forming other 

kinds of sermons" because "a biblical narrative already is in plot form and hence needs no 

such radical transformation."132 For Lowry, "the biblical story is entirely the sermon, and 

the sermonic telling. "133 That is why, retelling the Biblical narratives can be the sermons 

which already have homitetical plots in them. Rose makes Christina come to a tentative 

conclusion as follows: 

1 3 1  Rose, pp. 30-3 1 .  
132 Lowry, The Homiletical Plot, p. 88. 
133 Lowry, How To Preach A Parable: Designs for Narrative Sermons (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
1989), p. 42. 
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to enter our world and the worlds of our hearers. In order to do that, we have to trust the 

biblical story to carry its own power. This is a matter of faith, of spiritual posture. Trusting 

in the biblical story also means we let it remain primary in the sermon structure. The story 

itself will dominate the sermon. We wil l  not strain to make "points."  Shoemaker suggests 

that we should not divide the sermon into story time and application time. According to 

rum, we are to teach the morals through the action of the story as the story goes along 

because the great Bibles stories do not so much have morals as they are morals. 138 

The ancient rabbinic commentary on Scripture consisted of two kinds: halakah, 

which was the exposition of the Law into rules for daily living; and hagadah, which was 

the use of storytelling to communicate the revelation of God. Shoemaker believes that 

Christian hagadah is the retelling of the great story of redemption which centers in Christ 

reaches back to creation and onward to consummation. As C. H. Dodd has summarized as 

follows, early Christian kerygma was hagadah. 

i) The prophecies are fulfilled, and the New Age is inaugurated by the coming of 
Christ. 

ii) He was born of the seed of David. 
iii) He died according to the Scriptures, to deliver us out ofthis present evil age. 
iv) He was buried. 
v) He rose on the third day according to the Scriptures. 
vi) He is exalted at the right hand of God, as the Son of God and Lord of the quick 

and the dead. 
vii) He wil l  come again as j udge and Savior of men.139 

What early Christian preaching did was to proclaim the kerygma and to stretch it back to 

creation (Col. 1 : 1 5-20) and on to the end (Rev. 2 1 ). Shoemaker believes that it is our call 

to keep the story alive l ike that. 140 

1 38 Shoemaker, pp. 1 66- 1 69. 
t 3 9  C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Developments (Chicago: Willett, Clark & Co., 
1 937), p. 1 8. 
140 Shoemaker, p. 175 .  
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(2) Narrative options by Richard Thulin 

Richard Thulin has filled years of sermons with the retelling of the stories recorded 

in both the Old Testament and New Testament. At times those stories have been updated, 

elaborated upon, furnished with a content, and interpreted, but the biblical stories 

themselves have provided shape, movement, and content to his sermon. Even non-

narrative biblical texts he has tended to preach by telling the larger stories (Israel's or 

Paul's, for example) which those writings are part of. The climax of retelling is always a 

disclosure of the active God to whom we are invited to respond in faith. 1 4 1  

He has used personal and communal stories, as well as stories from literature and a 

variety of public media. For the most part, however, those stories did not provide the shape, 

movement, and content of the sermon. 142 Convinced that Christian preaching needs both 

biblical narratives and "people's  narratives," he began looking for the right combination or 

combinations. He proposes the following three options for the combination of stories. 143 

i) The Nonbiblical as Context: The nonbiblical story can be used to provide a 

context in which the biblical narrative can be heard with a sense of immediacy. It is 

essential that the nonbiblical narrative echo the human drama that is explored by the 

biblical narrative. The nonbiblical story serves as a prologue for the central biblical 

narrative. Its function is to introduce, to provide a context for hearing as clearly as possible 

what the biblical text has to say to us. 

ii) The Nonbiblical as Conclusion: Here the nonbiblical story is used more as a 

demonstrative conclusion to the biblical story than as a prologue. Here one of the 

1 41 Richard L. Thulin, "Retelling Biblical Narratives as the Foundation for Preaching" in Journeys 
Toward Narrative Preaching, pp. 7-8. 
1 42 Ibid., p. 1 3 . 
143 Ibid., pp. 13- 18 .  
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distinctions between an illustration and a narrative becomes clearer. An illustration would 

be used to provide an example of the truth (i .e. , claim, assertion) made. A narrative is used 

to test or to explore the same truth: Under what human circumstances is the claim true? Is 

it true for everyone? How does what is asserted actually play itself out in the daily lives of 

people like us? 

iii) Interweaving the Biblical and Nonbiblical : Here the biblical and nonbiblical 

narratives are interwoven in such a way that they form one story from beginning to end. 

While there is no single way in which this option may be fulfilled, it demands more skil l  

than do the other options. This is because the sermon that seeks to interweave the biblical 

and nonbiblical narratives must begin where many others end. That is to say, such a 

sermon begins only after the relation between the narratives has been explored. This kind 

of sermon announces the relationship rather than explores it. 

(3) Designs for the biblical narrative sermons by Eugene Lowry 

Eugene Lowry proposes the following four design options for the biblical narrative 

sermons. 144 

i) Running the Story: Fundamentally, it consists of following the biblical story 

through the actual flow provided by the biblical text itself Of course, the preacher wil l  

highlight, elaborate, amplify, and creatively enflesh certain portions while moving through 

the text. Nonetheless, the shape of the text will be the shape of the sermon. In principle, 

this design is the same as the theory of "retelling the biblical story" suggested by 

Shoemaker and Thulin. 

ii) Delaying the Story: This design is used when the emergence of the biblical text 

1 44 LoWJy, How To Preach A Parable, mainly pp. 38-40. 
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Chapter 5 

NARRATIVE PREACHING FOR THE JAPANESE CONGREGATION 

A. The Power of the Story 

As a preacher I have sometimes experienced the power of stories in my sermons. 

Those who were listening to my sermons with downcast eyes suddenly looked up to me 

when I said, "A few days ago, I had a very interesting encounter." If that story was good 

enough to illustrate the point of my sermon, they continued to look at me, but if it did not 

work and they did not understand why I used such a story there, their eyes went down 

again. In our church at the home cell group meetings our members share with one another 

what they have received through the previous Sunday's sermon. A few days after a typical 

Sunday, some of the members have already forgotten what the sermon was about, but when 

an impressive story is contained in it, they remember the sermon because of the story, or 

they even only remember the story, forgetting the rest of the sermon. In those occasions, I 

have been impressed by the power of stories and I have wondered how I could use them 

more effectively in my sermons. Moreover, I have thought that I should use a story not 

only as an illustration for one of the three points of my sermon but also as the flow 

throughout the sermon so that the central point of the entire sermon might remain in the 

hearts of the congregation through the story. Thus I had come to be interested in the 

concept of narrative preaching even before I heard about it. 

While I have lived here in the United States of America, I have taught my older son 

what he is supposed to be studying in his grade in Japan even as he goes to an American 
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school. When he was struggling with questions such as "What is 1 06 % of 100?'' I made it 

a narrative: "You bought a toy which is $ 1 00 at a store. But you have to pay 6% of the 

price as the tax. Then how much do you have to pay at the register?" He looked much 

more interested than before because he knew it would be helpful in his actual life to 

understand this kind of question, and he could answer correctly. Through those experiences 

I have found how we usually think and understand through narratives and how we live 

narratively. It is important for us to learn the characteristics of the love of God 

systematically, but it is also important to feel it with the sense of reality. Without using 

narratives properly, this sense of reality cannot be transmitted and we preachers are giving 

the hearers the impression that Christianity is just an intellectual and theoretical faith. 

While I was observing my son, I realized one of the differences between education 

in Japan and in America. Generally speaking, Japanese students are good at memorizing 

while American students are good at creating. In other words, it can be said that the 

Japanese education system is more deductive and American system is more inductive. In 

Japan the students are expected to get knowledge from the textbooks and apply it for the 

other cases. Whether they understand or not, they have to memorize the content of the 

textbooks in order to pass the entrance examinations of high school (or even some private 

elementary schools) and college. In America, schools seem to put more value on the 

students doing research by themselves apart from the textbooks and after trial and error 

they find some truths and laws by themselves. Probably these characteristics of the 

education systems have influenced the preaching styles in both countries, too. 

No wonder the church in Japan used to be called kogisho, which means ' lecture 

place. ' Concerning this, Yoshikazu Makita points out as follow: 

For those men who had been raised in a Confucian feudalistic environment, listening 

6 1  
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to sermons from the Bible was rather similar to listening to lectures by their 
Confucian teachers. 145 

That is why in Japanese churches pastors are normally known as 'teachers' and called 

sensei. In the "churches" (gatherings) of the non-church movement (mu-kyokai), what we 

call the sermon is stil l  known as a "Bible lecture. "  Therefore what I learned through the 

comparison between the lecture mode and the narrative mode in the previous chapter is 

especially important for the Japanese preachers. In that comparison, Robinson argued that 

the narrative mode puts more emphasis on process rather than on doctrines and definitions. 

And according to him, the key process question is, "How does something work itself out in 

a life situation?"146 This is the question which we preachers always have to ask ourselves 

as we prepare the sermons. 

The other day I attended a Bible study meeting in which the audiovisual aids were 

utilized amazingly through a computer. I was deeply impressed by how those machines 

had been improved and various kinds of information could be conveyed very easily and 

effectively. On my way home, however, I had a strange feeling. I thought I had appreciated 

the progress which those technologies had made, but actually I was not satisfied with that 

Bible study. It would be good once in a while to study the Bible that way, but I would not 

want to attend such a meeting very often. I wondered why. Then I realized that preaching 

by a person is the simplest and the most old-fashioned way of communication, but it can be 

the most effective way to communicate God's message no matter how much the 

audiovisual aids may advance from now on. Personal communication has been used for 

thousands of years by Moses, Nehemiah, and the prophets in the Old Testament, and by 

Jesus, the apostles, and evangelists in the New Testament. It is interesting that in such a 

1 45 Yoshikazu Makita, "Characteristics and Problem Area of Preaching in the Japanese Church" in 
Preaching as God 's Mission, p. 1 47. 
146 Robinson, p. 97. 
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technologically developed age, preaching by a person is stil l  basically the sole way of 

presenting the gospel in the churches all over the world. 

One of the reasons for this is that what people need to do in order to understand the 

gospel is not only to get information but also to enter into a story. Computers can be the 

most effective information givers but they cannot be a storyteller. In North America, 

people can watch Christian TV programs 24 hours every day. They can join worship 

services at home through them. Then why do people still go to church? Because they 

cannot be satisfied only being spectators. They need to enter into a story with the preacher, 

and with their participation as a community of faith, they wil l  create a new story together. 

This desire to participate in a story may be one of the reasons why Japanese people 

stil l  go to yose (rakugo theater) to hear rakugo storytellers even though people can watch 

them through TV programs at home. Heinz Morioka, in his epilogue "Rakugo in Modem 

Japanese Society," argues that there are good prospects that rakugo will continue to have 

popular appeal. According to him, "television has proven to be not a threat but a boon, 

helping to revitalize rakugo and make it accessible to a far wider audience."147 He 

mentions the reason for that as follows: 

Many of those who thus become interested, or rediscover their interest, begin to feel 
that rakugo, as performed on television and radio, lacks the all-important sense of 
communion between artist and audience that once characterized it, and they return to 
the yose to enjoy the immediate, intimate relationship with the hanashika (rakugo 
storytellers) that can be experienced only in a l ive performance. 148 

The Christians also come to church because "the all-important sense of communion 

between preacher and congregation" can be experienced only in a live worship service, 

don't they? Heins also argues that there is now a trend to return to simplicity in Japan as 

1 47 Morioka & Sasaki, p.292. 
148 Ibid. 
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follows: 

Highly developed technology has changed modern Japan into an affluent society 
where there is an abundance of everything, including congestion and noise. 
Paradoxically, this inexorable trend toward complexity and affluence has inspired a 
counter-reaction, a return to simplicity. His only props are a towel and a folding 
fan. With the help of these tools he creates a colorful and marvelous surreal world. 149 

We preachers would like to be able to create a colorful and marvelous biblical world with 

the help of the Bible. 

Finally Heins warns that rakugoka should not aim at becoming a meijin, or a 

"famous master" in order to survive the new era, as follows: 

If all hanashika aim at becoming meijin performers, rakugo will  find itself with only 
a small but devoted clique of fans, as has happened in other traditional arts, not only 
in Japan but all over the world. Fortunately there are a fair number of hanashika who 
strive earnestly to meet the challenges of modern life. 1 50 

We preachers must not cease from striving to find effective ways to communicate the 

gospel to the common people in the context of modern Japan. What the North American 

preachers and scholars have developed in the field of narrative preaching wil l  be of great 

help for the Japanese preachers. Robinson hopes that his book "will encourage others to 

develop their own unique ways of doing narrative preaching."1 5 1  This is what I would like 

to do in this chapter. I would like to see, however, the difficult aspects of narrative 

preaching in Japan first. 

B. Limitations of Narrative Preaching in Japan 

When I read some of the story sermons by North American preachers, I felt uneasy 

about using a similar one in the context of my congregation. I was afraid that my hearers 

149 Ibid. 
150 Ibid., p. 294. 
15 1 Robinson, p. 5.  
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would not get the intended points or they would make wrong applications for their life 

situations. I know that Jensen says that a preacher does not need to come on the stage to 

explain the meaning of the story, but I sometimes feel the need to do that. Jensen admits 

that to preach a story sermon open-endedly is risky, so it is a faith venture, but I think it is 

sometimes too risky for my people unless we make the points very plain. I would like to 

raise the following two reasons why I don't want to make my sermon extremely open

ended to my congregation in Japan. 

(1) Lack of the background knowledge 

One of the major differences between the North America and Japan is that the 

majority of the Japanese people do not have the background knowledge of the Bible and 

the Christianity at all. Even though the sermon is preached in the context of a worship 

service on the basis of the Scripture reading, still those who know nothing about 'the 

foreign religion' called Christianity can misunderstand it in many ways. I began to go to 

church when I was seventeen years old. At that time I did not even know that Christians 

celebrated the birthday of Jesus on Christmas. I remember that I was surprised to hear a 

prayer by a British missionary when he said, "O God, thank you for giving me a deep 

fellowship with you," because the Japanese translation of fellowship connotes a sexual 

relationship. I needed a lot of explanation before I had a basic foundation of Christianity. 

Therefore we preachers need to be interpreters as well as storytellers. 

(2) Necessity of teaching session 

We want our church members to attend weekly Bible study and other programs, but 

in reality for three-quarters of the congregation, the Sunday morning service is the only 
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time to be taught. One of the last commandments of Jesus to us is that we should teach 

(Matt.28:20). Therefore our preaching needs to teach, too. Mark Abbott, while 

appreciating the trend of narrative preaching, is concerned that now many preachers do not 

teach. He says as follows: 

They try to paint a picture or tell a story, but often, there seems little theological 
content to it. Preachers may think they are facilitating an encounter with the text and 
with God through the text, but they do little explaining of meaning and then 
connecting that meaning with classic Christian faith . . . . The pressures of preaching 
in a postmodern, entertainment-oriented culture should not so shape evangelical 
preaching that the teaching role of the Word is minimized if not eliminated. 1 52 

He is not saying, however, that we should return to the merely didactic, exclusively 

deductive and rational approaches of a generation ago. He believes that teaching must be 

aimed at mind and heart as told in Augustine's threefold categorizing of preaching' s 

motivation: "to delight the emotions, to influence the will, and to teach the intellect."1 53 

"Yes, there's  the impact of encounter with the story, but there are also the thought-pegs on 

which to hang content and connect it with the wider fabric of Christian faith."1 54 Japanese 

congregation needs both of them. 

Shoemaker also argues the importance of halakah as well as hagadah as follows: 

We need ethics along with story. We need the Ten Commandments along with the 
Exodus and the Sermon of the Mount along with the parables. 1 55 

Rose makes Brad speak about the danger of Christina's narrative sermon as follows: 

"Well, if all sermons were stories, our faith wouldn't be very reflective. A 
congregation would have faith experiences week after week, but they'd never learn 
how to think about them, how to reflect theologically on what they've experienced. 
It seems like over the long haul a congregation needs both story to evoke experience 

152 Mark Abbott, "Should Preaching Teach?" in Preaching (May-June 1 999, Vol. 14, Number, 6), 
pp. 4-5 . 
153 Ib"d 6 1 ., p. . 
1 54 Ibid. 
155 Shoemaker, p. 175. 
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and rational thought to bring to consciousness the meaning of the experience."1 56 

I don't believe that narrative preaching rejects teaching. There ought to be some good ways 

to have teaching content in the framework of narrative sermons. I believe that to develop 

this idea is crucial for the Japanese congregation. 

C. Proposals for Narrative Preaching in Japan 

(1) Usage of storytelling as a radio drama 

Richard Jensen made an interesting story sermon by recasting the parable of the 

Prodigal Son into a contemporary context entitled "The Lonely Lady of Blairstown Park." 

This story mainly consists of the conversations between George, the hero who moved to 

Blairstown recently, and Harold, a native man of the town. George inquires of Harold 

about an elderly lady who often comes to Blairstown Park and learns that she waits for her 

youngest son. She thought that he had died in an accident but now she knows that he is in 

jail .  His brothers do not want him to return to their small town because it would affect their 

business. 157 When I read this story, I felt that it would be wonderful to present a parable of 

Jesus this way but also it would be very difficult to finish it open-endedly to my 

congregation. I thought that it would be better that I and another man should read the 

scripts of this story l ike a radio drama and then I should go up to the pulpit to be an 

interpreter/preacher. 

In our church we have Christmas and Easter dinner parties, in each of which we 

perform a drama followed by a short sermon. We have experienced that this way of 

communication of the gospel is very effective especially for the new comers. It is difficult 

for us to prepare dramas more than twice a year, but reading a script of a story such as 

1 56 Rose, p. 39. 
m Jensen, pp. 162-1 68. 
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above would not be so demanding. To use a story as a kind of radio drama can be very 

effective with a preacher on the stage afterward. 

(2) Contemporary narrative as an introduction of a sermon 

What I mentioned above is the same as this design with a radio drama as a 

contemporary narrative. As an ordinary sermon, too, this design can be effective because 

the contemporary narrative in the beginning of the sermon gives us a context in which we 

can experience the text with an intimate and immediate sense by providing us with a bridge 

to the biblical world. This introduction should be something which gives us tension or 

creates a problem so that the biblical text may give us the solution by way of the encounter 

with the gospel. My sermon "Self-Searching Journey" (Appendix A)  corresponds with this 

pattern. 

In that sermon, I use a story of the Japanese orphans left in China in the beginning 

hoping that it would help the hearers to think not only about of those orphans' identities 

but also about their own identities. Then I add another episode of a philosopher named 

Schopenhauer so that it would give an "itchiness" to the hearers and a desire to solve the 

problem by finding who they are. Here I use my own story of how I came to know that I 

had been created by God. By addressing the fact that we are not accidental products but the 

workmanship of God, the first tension seems to be removed. Then the second tension is 

raised, that is, what kind of design God has for each one of our lives. Here I give some 

examples of how biblical figures were given new or true names for them by God. I focus 

on the life of Jacob, especially his experience of receiving his new name "Israel" after 

wrestling with God. Once again I come back to my own story. This time I share not only 

how I came to know that I was a creature of God but also how I came to know what kind 
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of design God had for my life through my own wrestling experience with God. I hope this 

story provides the hearers with a bridge to the biblical world. Finally I invite the 

congregation to search for their true identities, that is, their new names which God is 

preparing for each of their lives. 

(3) Contemporary narrative as a parallel to the text 

If a story can be so powerful in preaching, we should use it not only as an i l lustration 

for a part of the sermon but also as a flow of the entire sermon. In this case we have to be 

careful that contemporary figures should not become the heroes of the sermon. We are not 

to forget that the aim of the usage of the contemporary narrative is to illuminate the biblical 

text so that the congregation may know that we are writing a large narrative of the 

Christian community together with the biblical figures. My sermon "A Man of Hope" 

(Appendix B.)  il lustrates this pattern. 

In that sermon, I use a narrative of Mrs. Yoko Yamazaki from the beginning to the 

end as a parallel to the biblical narrative ofBartimaeus. It is addressed in the prologue of 

the sermon as follows: "Take heart; get up, he is calling you, Bartimaeus. Take heart; get 

up, he is calling you, Yoko." I hope this sentence makes the hearers curious who she is so 

that they can get into the story deeply from the beginning. When Yoko's story comes to the 

point that she hoped in a hopeless situation, I invite the hearers to think about biblical 

figures who are qualified to be called "a person of hope," and Bartimaeus appears in the 

sermon. I invite the congregation to learn together what hope is through the narrative of 

Bartimaeus. Then Yoko's  narrative resumes, by which the congregation may be impressed 

that what we have learned just now from Bartimaeus can be relevant in our contemporary 

lives. After this, two more times I use their narratives as parallel in my sermon toward the 
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end. I hope it would give the hearers the impression that we contemporary Japanese people 

are really walking with the biblical characters and writing the gospel story together by 

encountering Jesus. 

(4) Contemporary narrative as a clue to understanding the text 

In the introductory part of a sermon, a biblical text gives us a tension or "itchiness" 

because we do not know how we can understand it. Or we may use that biblical text as an 

attempt to solve our immediate problem stated at the very beginning of a sermon, but the 

text itself turns out to be problematic. A carefully chosen contemporary narrative can be 

used as a clue to interpret the text and bring about the solution. My short sermons 

"Unshakable Peace" (Appendix C.)  and "Live by Eating Jesus" (Appendix D.)  use this 

pattern. 

In the first sermon, I address the issue that we are all seeking for unshakable peace 

by raising a few factors which give us fears for living in our society. Then as an attempt to 

give a solution I introduce what Jesus said, "Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. 

I do not give to you as the world gives."  This scripture, however, causes another question: 

What is the difference between the peace that this world gives us and the peace Jesus gives 

us? In order to interpret this text I introduce a story of a painting contest. By comparing the 

two paintings, the hearers and I try to figure out what the text means. This contemporary 

story can be used as a clue to understanding the difference between a fragile peace of this 

world and the unshakable peace of Jesus Christ. 

In the second sermon, the biblical text itself gives us a great tension, because Jesus 

said, "Unless you eat the flesh of the son of Man and drink his blood, you have no life in 

you." In order to interpret what he said properly, I introduce a story in a popular Japanese 
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novel. Through what a teacher in the novel said, I try to help the hearers understand that no 

one can live without other persons' sacrifices. This understanding can lead us to another 

truth that we cannot have eternal life without receiving the sacrifice of Jesus Christ. Then I 

invite the congregation to eat his flesh and drink his blood through the Lord's Supper. 

(5) Combination of inductive approach and deductive approach 

The entire flow of the sermon is inductive and the preacher invites the hearers to 

walk with him/her in his/her faith journey to have a new encounter with God. Inside the 

sermon, however, there is a part where the congregation gets solid biblical teaching 

deductively. The overall narrative mode of the sermon enables the preacher to deliver the 

lecture mode part noncoercively. My sermon "What Are Human Beings?" (Appendix E.) 

takes this pattern. 

In that sermon I use my own testimony as a young Christian. By sharing how I was 

amazed when I realized how God was great as well as how he was interested in me as I 

saw the starry sky, I try to identify with the astonishment of David when he looked at the 

moon and the stars that God had established. I invite the hearers to see what David saw and 

to feel how David felt with me. The entire atmosphere of the sermon is inductive. In the 

middle of the sermon, however, I put in a bit of deductive approach in order to teach about 

what human beings are: They are not gods or beasts. I believe that this lecture mode is  

noncoercive because of the overall narrative mode of the sermon. Finally I invite the 

congregation to wonder about how God is mindful of each of us in that the Creator of this 

universe died for us on the cross. Just as David praised God through Psalm 8, I praise him 

at the end of the sermon with a song which I composed by myself. I hope that it will cause 

the congregation to praise God from their hearts through their own experiences of his grace, 
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too. 

(6) Others 

i) Testimony of the preacher 

Why is preaching by a man or woman relevant to the communication of the gospel 

no matter how the ages of the world may change? Because a preacher has his/her own 

stories to share. He or she is not a mechanical tool to speak out the word of God but a 

forgiven sinner who struggles, falls, overcomes, rejoices, and discovers new truths just like 

the other fellow Christians. "You are a word about the Word before you ever speak a 

word," Alan Jones said once. Quoting this sentence, Barbara Brown Taylor continues, 

"Everything we have ever done and everything we have become follows us into the pulpit 

when we preach."158 Through the preacher's testimonies, the congregation can be 

comforted, encouraged, and helped to discover the truth together. There is a concern that a 

preacher should not speak about him/herself, but I heartily agree with Robinson when he 

says, "There are healthy ways to use one's own experience."159 However, we must not 

forget that we are always servants of the gospel, that is, our stories are to be used to serve 

the gospel.  Jensen talks about autobiographical preaching as follows: 

Our hearers may be enabled to see themselves by indirection. This is so because 
autobiography has the potential for creating distance and, as we have seen, distance 
may enable participation. 160 

When a preacher talks about his/her faith journey, the congregation can hear it from a 

distance which gives them a certain kind of safety. This distance enables them to 

m Barbara Brown Taylor, The Preaching Life (Cambridge, Boston, Massachusetts: Cowley 
Publications, 1993), p. 84. 
1 59 Robinson, p. 99. 
160 Jensen, p. 1 52 .  
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participate in the story and to encounter God anew with the preacher. 

ii) Recitation of the scripture 

I remember when I heard Dr. Timothy Brown recite the letter to the church in 

Laodicea (Rev. 3) after saying, "If Jesus of Nazareth wrote a letter to a church, would you 

like to hear it?" I felt that Jesus was standing at the pulpit and speaking to me, because the 

way of his reciting was very lively, not just like reading a book. Then I realized how 

powerful it would be to recite the scripture in a worship setting. When done properly, the 

passage becomes the word of God which is spoken at the very moment, and not the word 

which was spoken long ago. Recitation of the scripture helps us to make our narrative 

preaching more ' event-in-time ' .  To recite the biblical narrative with other brothers and 

sisters according to the biblical characters is another effective way to present the text to the 

congregation. 

This has something to do with the 'orality' of the worship service. Robin Meyers 

comments, "Perhaps the single biggest failure in the teaching of preaching is that young 

ministers are not fully impressed with the difference between textuality and orality." 16 1 

Walter Ong explains, "Spoken words are events engaged in time and indeed in the 

present. "162 Eugene Lowry says that he always writes the sermon manuscript out loud, 

which has become his lifestyle, so much so that even for writing his books, he speaks each 

line out loud. 163 We need to have this sensitivity for orality in  our preaching. 

iii) Serial biblical narrative sermons 

Biblical narrative has a sequence, which is often too long to be finished within one 

161 Robin R. Meyers, With Ears to Hear (Cleveland: Pilgrim Press, 1 993), p. 2 1 .  
162 Walter J. Ong, The Presence of the Word (New Haven: Yale University, 1 967), p. 34. 
163 Lowry, The Sermon, p. 1 16. 
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sermon. Therefore to make narrative serial sermons, maybe four or five times, is a good 

way for the congregation to live in the biblical world deeply. There should be a conclusion 

and application in each sermon, but the whole of serial sermons can be considered a large 

sermon which consists of several messages. It is like a serial TV drama, so the 

congregation may not want to miss the next sequel for the next Sunday, knowing fully the 

biblical text on which the preacher will continue to speak. 

D. Conclusion 

I have argued in this thesis that the Japanese are really story-lovers like other people 

and that we Christian preachers should regard this characteristic as important if we are to 

preach the gospel to them effectively. Buddhist preachers in Japan understood it hundreds 

of years ago and even developed the popular narrative art called rakugo. That effort 

enabled Buddhist preachers to spread their teachings widely especially to the common 

people in Japan. People felt such intimacy with the preachers and their teachings through 

stories that they accepted the religion as theirs. Buddhism originated in India and it was 

brought into Japan through foreign countries, but it was transplanted deeply into 

Japanese soil to the degree that now almost all of the Japanese people think that it is an 

indigenous religion in Japan. One of the reasons of this successful indigenization is the 

Japanese Buddhist preachers' efforts to communicate their teachings plainly through 

stories with the common people. This fact reminds us Japanese Christian preachers to pay 

more attention to narrative preaching to communicate the gospel with our people. 

The North American scholars and preachers have studied the narrativity of the Bible 

and developed theories of narrative preaching especially for the past three decades. It looks 

like the pendulum of homiletics is swinging in that direction now. The fruit which they 
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have born shows us that there is great variety in what they call narrative preaching and 

there are still a lot of possibilities to develop it according to the hearers. On the one hand, 

we Japanese preachers owe the extremely valuable foundation of narrative preaching to 

them. On the other hand, however, there are several basic differences between an 

American congregation and a Japanese congregation. Here again we have to take 

contextualization into consideration. Upon the theoretical framework of narrative 

preaching which has been suggested by the North American preachers, we need to seek for 

our own philosophy considering the characteristics and weaknesses of the Japanese hearers. 

My sincere desire is that the seeds of God's words may be accepted with responsive hearts 

and the lives of the hearers may be transformed, so that the seeds may be planted deeply 

into the Japanese soil. 
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Appendix 

SERMONS 

A. Self-Searching Journey Isaiah 43:1 , Genesis 32:22-32 

Isaiah 43: 1 
1 )  But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, 0 Jacob, he who formed you, 0 

Israel : Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have called you by name, you are 
mme. 

Genesis 32:22-32 
22) The same night he got up and took his two wives, his two maids, and his eleven 

children, and crossed the ford of the Jabbok. 23) He took them and sent them across the 
stream, and likewise everything that he had. 24) Jacob was left alone; and a man wrestled 
with him until daybreak. 25) When the man saw that he did not prevail against Jacob, he 
struck him on the hip socket; and Jacob's hip was put out of joint as he wrestled with him. 
26) Then he said, "Let me go, for the day is breaking." But Jacob said, "I will not let you 
go, unless you bless me. "  27) So he said to him, "What is your name?" And he said, 
"Jacob." 28) Then the man said, "You shall no longer be called Jacob, buf lsrael, for you 
have striven with God and with humans, and have prevailed." 29) Then Jacob asked him, 
"Please tell me your name. " But he said, "Why is it that you ask my name?" And there he 
blessed him. 30) So Jacob called the place Penuel, saying, "For I have seen God face to 
face, and yet my life is preserved. "  3 1 )  The sun rose upon him as he passed Penuel, 
limping because of his hip. 32) Therefore to this day the Israelites do not eat the thigh 
muscle that is on the hip socket, because he struck Jacob on the hip socket at the thigh 
muscle. 

Sermon 

At the end of World War I I , there were many Japanese people living in a part of China. 

Then suddenly the army of the Soviet Union came to attack them. They panicked, 

scattered and ran away. In that turmoil, a number of Japanese children were left in China 

and brought up by Chinese people. But even after the war, they could not come to Japan, 

because there were no diplomatic relations between those countries. These children 

were cal led the Japanese orphans left in China. About 30 years later, diplomatic relations 

were restored, but it was very late for them to find their parents. Now they are about 60 

years old. But sti l l  there are many who come to Japan trying to find their family members 

and relatives. 

When I read one of those articles in the newspaper, I was surprised at a statement by a 

lady who had finally met her sister; " I 'd l ike to share this joy with my chi ldren in China 
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right away." Yes, she has her own wonderful family back in China, but she stil l  has a 

burning desire to know her roots. Several years ago, one man was leaving Japan so 

disappointed, because he had searched for his fami ly members in vain. He cried with 

tears, "Dad, who am I? Mom, who am I? Tell me just my name. Who am I?" 

"Who am I?" This is the question asked not only by the orphans but also by all of us, isn't 

it? I know my name. I know my nationality. But does it real ly mean that I know who I am? 

An old philosopher by the name of Schopenhauer was sitting on a bench in a park 

thinking deeply until late at night. One policeman found this strange old man and asked 

him. "Excuse me. Where did you come from? Who are you?" After being questioned many 

times, Schopenhauer answered quietly with his eyes closed, "Where did I come from? 

Who am I? I 've been thinking of those questions for a long time here." 

"Who am I?" In order to answer this question, it is inevitable  for us to encounter God, 

who is the Creator of each one of us. 

Until the end of 1 1th grade in my high school, I knew nothing about the B ible. So when I 

thought about who I was, the only answer I could come up with was that I was an 

accidental product - I just came to be by chance. Therefore I could not understand why 

I had to study hard and make an effort. When I began to go to church and believed in 

Jesus, however, I found that I was a person who had been created by God according to 

his wonderful plan. This was a revolutionary change in my worldview. The B ible says, "He 
who created you, 0 Jacob, he who formed you, 0 Israel ."  Yes, it is he, who created me 
also. 

When you create something, first you draw a design at least in your brain, don't you? 

Likewise, when God created you, he had drawn a design at first. and he formed you 

according to the design. Therefore, to know who you are means to know what kind of 

design God has for your l ife. And to live your life according to that design must be the 

most b lessed way. 

We can see many characters in the Bible, and we also can see that God gives some of 

them new names in their  l ives. For instance, God gave Abram a new name, Abraham 

(father of many nations), and Sarai, Sara (mother of many nations). They thought they 

would not have any children, but God had another design for their l ives. In  the New 

Testament, Jesus gave Simon a new name, Peter (rock). We cannot see stabil ity l ike a 

rock in Simon, but Jesus saw the possibility in h im when he met him. 
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Today, in our Scripture passage, we have another person, Jacob, who was also given a 

new name. The name of Jacob was given to h im because he had been born with his hand 

gripping his twin brother Esau's heel (Gen.25:26). The Hebrew word for heel has the same 

origin as the word Jacob. The same origin also has a meaning of "to deceive." That is 

why, when his brother Esau was deceived by Jacob, he said, "Is he not rightly named 

Jacob? For he has deceived me these two times. He took away my birthright; and look, 

now he has taken away my blessing"(Gen.27:36). 

Probably Jacob himself thought, "What a mean person I am! I ' m  just as my name 

implies!" And he also thought, "I cannot change my personality. I will be l ike this all my 

l ife." But this was not God's design for his l ife. When Jacob was left alone at the ford of 

the Jabbok, he had an extraordinary experience and wrestled with God. Through this 

experience, he was changed anew and was given a new name, Israel, which means "the 

one who reigns with God". That's quite a name! 

When Jacob asked himself who he was, he may have had the self image of "the one who 

deceives others." But God did not create him with the design of "the one deceiving 

others," but on the design of "the one reigning with God." When Jacob knew God's  

design for h is  life, his self-searching journey came to the cl imax. 

"But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, 0 Jacob, he who formed you, 0 Israel :  
Do not fear, for I have redeemed you." 

The love of God surprised me with joy as an 1 1 th grader in high school. Since then, I have 

found that to fol low the design which God has for my life is the best way of l iving for me. 

At first. I wanted to be an elementary school teacher, so I majored in that course in my 

university. When I became a senior, however, I thought it would be better to work in a 

high school because I remembered that when I was a high school student, I had really 

searched for the true meaning of l ife. So I took the examination and I became a high 

school teacher in Sapporo. There I joined the Church of the Twelve Apostles which was 

founded by the Kuytens. 

In  my first year as a teacher, I was asked one day to go to a class as a substitute. After 

the class was over, one serious looking student came to me because he was interested 

in the university I had attended. I invited him to come to my apartment. When he came, 

instead of talking about my university, I shared the gospel with him. He became 

interested in it, began to come to our church, got baptized, and after graduating from his 

university, he got married to the Kuytens' daughter Emma. His name is Andy Nakajima. 

He studied at Western Theological Seminary and last year he was ordained as the pastor 

for the Japanese Worship Service in this region. Never did I dream that I would work with 

him here in the States 1 4  years later. 
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I enjoyed working in that high school for four years, but I felt a much bigger joy when I 

shared the gospel rather than when I taught English. I began to think, "Maybe God's 

design for my l ife is that I become a pastor." It was not an easy decision for me, though, 

because I was married and had a son already then. I wondered if I really could support my 

fami ly while studying in a seminary after that. I was also very much afraid of my father's 

strong objection as my parents were not Christians then. One of the temptations for me 

was retirement money for a teacher. I thought, "If I continue this job until 60, I wi l l  

receive $300,000. Maybe until then I should be a faithful layman in my church." Then I 

thought, "No, my youth wi l l  never return. I should use the best time of my l ife for the 

Lord." It was just l ike wrestling with God as Jacob did at the ford of Jabbok. Probably at 

that time my wife and I prayed the most fervently in our entire lives. Through this 

wrestling, I came to a decision to be a pastor, and after studying in Korea for my Master 

of D ivinity degree., I became a pastor for the Church of the Twelve Apostles. 

"But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, 0 Jacob, he who formed you, 0 Israel:  
Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have called you by name, you are mine." (Isaiah 
43 : 1 )  

" I  have called you by name." Yes, the Lord, who had created Jacob, was call ing h im by a 

new name, Israel .  When was he given a new name? It was when he wrestled with God. 

Please do not say, "I can never know whether God exists or not, so I wi l l  not think about 

it." Please do not say, " It is too d ifficult to know God's  design for my l ife, so I wi l l  not 

seek it." But please read the B ible. Pray to the Lord. Come to church. Ask some 

Christians you can trust. Please wrestle with God, until you get the answer. This is what 

Jacob did. Through that experience, Jacob found that his true name was Israel .  

Not only Jacob, but God is call ing you by a new name. It  may be a name you have never 

thought of. You may have given up already l ike Jacob, "My l ife is just l ike this. I cannot 

change it." But remember that God has a beautiful design for your l ife. As you search for 

that, you will know who you really are and you will l ive the most blessed l ife. 

B. A Man of Hope Mark 1 0:46-52 

Mark 1 0:46-52 

46) They came to Jericho. As he and his disciples and a large crowd were leaving 
Jericho, Bartimaeus son of Timaeus, a blind beggar, was sitting by the roadside. 47) When 
he heard that it was Jesus of Nazareth, he began to shout out and say, "Jesus, Son of David, 
have mercy on me! "  48) Many sternly ordered him to be quiet, but he cried out even more 
loudly, "Son of David, have mercy on me !" 49) Jesus stood stil l  and said, "Call him here." 
And they called the blind man, saying to him, "Take heart; get up, he is calling you. " 50) 
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So throwing off his cloak, he sprang up and came to Jesus. 5 1 )  Then Jesus said to him, 
"What do you want me to do for you?" The blind man said to him, "My teacher, let me see 
again." 52) Jesus said to him, "Go; your faith has made you well ." Immediately he 
regained his sight and fol lowed him on the way. 

Sermon 

"Take heart; get up, he is call ing you, Bartimaeus." In  the town of Jericho, Bartimaeus' 

friends are saying to him. And now we hear another voice, saying, "Take heart; get up, he 

is call ing you, Yoko." 

Yoko Yamazaki attended our worship service for the first time on one Sunday in 

November, 1 995. I had never seen her before, but it was somewhat obvious that she had 

something in her heart. I came to her and exchanged conventional greetings. After 

several pauses, gradual ly she began to speak about herself and why she came to our 

church. 

Yoko had attended a Christian junior and senior high school in our city. She was not a 

very good student, though. The hours of the Bible c lass and worship service very often 

became her nap time. B ut she had a good impression about Christianity, and she wanted 

to become a Christian sometime in the future when she would choose one rel igion for 

herself. She went to col lege and met Masahiko Yamazaki, whom she would get married to 

after graduation. They majored in pharmacy, so Mr. Yamazaki worked in a hospital and 

Yoko worked in a drug store. 

They didn't have any chi ldren, and both of them worked very hard. She was quite 

independent from her husband. But in their mid-40' s, they began to think about their 

l ives' destination. According to Yoko, l ife is l ike riding in a balloon. We go up and up and 

up, maybe up to the age of 40. Then after making a level flight for some time, gradually 

our balloon lowers from the peak, and we begin to think about where on earth we should 

land. In their late 40's, purchasing a tomb for themselves often became a theme of their 

conversation. On those occasions, as Mr. Yamazaki claimed to be a Buddhist, Yoko often 

joked and said, "You go that way, I wi l l  go this way. I don't want to go to the same place 

with you after death again." When she said, "this way," it meant the Christian heaven. 

But in September, 1 995, her joke was not a joke any more. After a periodic medical 

check-up, she was called by a doctor and was told that her husband had terminal cancer 

in his lung. The doctor added, "Probably your husband's remaining days are about half a 

year." Suddenly everything went black for her. She didn't remember how she got home. 

She didn't know what to do. Then she recalled what she had thought in her high school 

days. She took the plunge and asked her husband, "Why don't we become Christians, 

dear?" She couldn't believe her ears when he answered, "OK." In this most hopeless 

situation, she decided to put her hope in Jesus. 
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"To hope in a hopeless situation." We have heard such a l ine somewhere, haven't we? 

Yes, it's Abraham. Romans 4:1 8 says, "Hoping against hope, he believed that he would 

become 'the father of many nations.,,, And we see another man of hope on the crowded 

street of Jericho. It's Bartimaeus. We don't know much about him. He is a resident in the 

town of Jericho. His father's name is Timaeus. He is blind and he is a beggar. Maybe 

that's all we know about him. But at least we know that he was not in a hopeful situation. 

He could not see so he could not work. He had no money so he had to beg. Physically and 

economically, he was in a hopeless situation. But he was different from other blind 

beggars in his town in one point. That is that he had hope in Jesus Christ. He believed 

that someday the Messiah would come to him and give h im sight. Even while he was 

begging, he had this tremendous hope in his heart. Today I would l ike Bartimaeus to 

teach us what hope is. 

We have no idea how long he had been waiting for the encounter with the Messiah. 

Maybe 3 years, or 5 years, or even 1 0  years. Do you l ike to wait? No one likes it. But 

Bartimaeus waited because he had hope. And recently, he had heard that Jesus of 

Nazareth was the Messiah who was to come. So he hoped that Jesus would come to his 

town someday. Even on that day, he was ready to meet him. He wondered, "why is it 

noisy today?" and asked someone near him. When he heard it was Jesus of Nazareth, 

unconsciously he shouted, "Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me!" instead of call ing 

him "Jesus of Nazareth." Why did he call Jesus "Son of David"? Because "Son of David" 

stands for the Messiah, who was prophesied in the Old Testament for hundreds of years. 

So when he shouted, "Jesus, Son of David," he meant, "Jesus, I believe that you are the 

Messiah, and I have been waiting and waiting for you until this moment." Yes, Bartimaeus 

teaches us, "hope waits." 

When he shouted out, many people around him tried to quench his hope by sternly 

ordering h im to be quiet "Shut up! Be quiet! Don't you know who you are?" This is the 

voice of the world. This world is so cold to those who earnestly seek for God. When you 

shout to God, maybe the first voice you hear is, "Stop it! It's useless. Who is God? He will 

not hear you." What would you do in such a situation? Bartimaeus cried out even more 

loudly, "Son of David, have mercy on me!" He teaches us that "hope never gives up." 

When Bartimaeus kept on crying out to Jesus, he heard another voice which was 

different from the first one. That voice said, "Take heart; get up, he is calling you." This is 

the voice of the Church. "Take heart; get up, Jesus is calling you." When he heard this 

voice, he sprang up and came to Jesus. Bartimaeus teaches us that "hope makes us get 

up." 
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Yoko got up and came to Jesus. One month later, when her husband was allowed to go 

out, they came to our church together and joined the pre-baptismal class right away. 

They never missed the class and worship service. One day, the husband's right side was 

shivering because he felt cold on that side and his left side was sweating because he felt 

hot on that side. I couldn't help saying to him, "Why don't you go home today?" But he 

said, "I don't know how many times more I can attend the worship service, so let me 

attend." Two months later, they were baptized together. Then he had to go back to the 

hospital. 

God did not think that half a year was enough for them to prepare themselves to be 

departed, so God gave him 1 6  months instead. They had not had a Christian wedding, but 

their l ife at that time was just l ike the Christian vows taken at a wedding; "For better or 

worse, in sickness and in health . . .  " They shared their joy and sorrow, laughter and pain in 

a room of the hospital .  It was just beautiful to see how they were loving each other. 

In January, 1 997, the husband suddenly woke up after a long sleep. He said to Yoko who 

was sitting beside him, " In  my dream, an angel appeared and said to me, 'You have 

conquered.' He told me I have conquered." Yoko couldn't understand what it meant. 

Then he went back into a deep sleep again. The next morning he peacefully breathed his 

last in front of Yoko and me. 

"What do you want me to do for you?" When Bartimaeus was asked by Jesus, he didn't 

ask for money in his tin, because he knew that money would be gone when he bought 

bread. He asked for his sight so that he could work and make a living by himself. Yoko 

asked Jesus for everlasting hope and it was granted. Humanly speaking, Yoko is 

completely alone now. But God gave her the church, the fami ly of God. Now she has the 

hope that after walking on this earth with this family of God, she wil l  meet her beloved 

one again and l ive with h im eternally. 

When Bartimaeus gained his sight, he followed Jesus on the way. What did he see after 

that with the sight he had been given? Bartimaeus witnessed the Passion Week of Jesus 

Christ as he followed Jesus. Yoko witnesses that the passion and resurrection of Jesus 

Christ are the source of her everlasting hope. Now she wants to fol low Jesus all the way 

of her l ife, so that she wi l l  be able to say at the end of her journey, "I have conquered" 

l ike her husband. 
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C. Unshakable Peace John 1 4:27, Psalm 91 :4 

John 14:27 
27) Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world 

gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid. 
Psalm 91:4 

4) He will cover you with his pinions, and under his wings you will find refuge; his 
faithfulness is a shield and buckler. 

Sermon 

To express our present world in a word, probably "fear'' fits the best. Natural disasters, 

atrocious crimes, and economic confusion . . .  We don't know what kind of tragedy wi l l  

happen next. I n  January, 1 995, a sudden earthquake attacked Kobe district in Japan 

before most of the people woke up. In a moment, 5,000 people were kil led completely 

unexpectedly. Two months later, a cultic group spread deadly poisonous gas which had 

been used in the Second World War in subways in Tokyo. 5000 people were damaged, 

among whom 1 2  people were kil led. In 1 997, by far the biggest bank in my district, 

Hokkaido, went bankrupt, which impacted a lot of other companies, and the unemployed 

rapidly increased. We have endless factors to fear around us. Is it not "peace," yes, 

"unshakable peace" that we all are seeking from the bottom of our hearts? 

One night before Jesus was crucified, he had given a message of peace to his d isciples, 

saying, "Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world 
gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them afraid" (John 14:27). 
According to what he said, there seems to be two different kinds of peace. One is the 

peace that this world gives us, and the other is the peace that Jesus gives us. Then what 

is the difference between these two kinds of peace? 

There was a painting contest on the theme of "Peace." Among a lot of works, two 

paintings remained until the final decision. The first one was the scene of a lake on which 

the moonl ight is reflected. We can easily imagine a very peaceful lake with no waves. On 

the contrary, the second one was the scene of a rough sea in a thunderstorm. High at the 

cl iff which is sprayed by the waves, there is a cave in which a chick is covered with its 

mother's wings. At first glance, it seems to have nothing to do with peace. If you were 

one of the j udges, which would you choose? 

These two paintings look very symbolic to me. The first one seems to symbolize the 

peace that this world gives us. The peace which we have been seeking for, is it not l ike 

the first painting? I n  another word, that is a peace which is kept in so as far as there is no 

problem. Therefore we have been striving so that no problems would happen to us. We 

deposit our money in a bank not to be stolen. We go to a hospital so that our diseases 

may be cured. Police exist so that no crime would take place. We sti l l  worry so we buy 
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insurance. But can we really be rel ieved? Can we maintain our peace if something beyond 

these happens? At first glance, the first painting looks wonderful. B ut is it not such a 

fragile peace which wi l l  be broken if a stone is thrown into it? 

On the other hand, the second painting seems to symbolize a peace that Jesus gives us. 

Not only is a stone thrown into it, but also a thunderstorm takes place, it is doused with 

sea spray, and lighting is flashing. But sti l l  peace is kept, just because the chick is under 

its mother's wings. Psalm 91 :4 says to us, "He will cover you with his pinions, and under 
his wings you will find refuge." It says that God wil l  cover you with his feathers just as 

the mother bird covers the chick in the painting. 

I have heard a story as fol lows: There once was a fire on a mountain. After it died out, 

when someone lifted up a burned bird, a living chick came out from under its wings. The 

mother bird protected its chick at the cost of its life. Can we not see in this picture the 

act of Jesus Christ that he saved us at the cost of his life on the cross? If you are 

covered by his wings, no matter what may happen outside, you can own unshakable 

peace within you. 

Jesus said, "I will give you my peace." He also said, "That is different from the peace 

that the world gives you." That is not a fragile peace which is broken when a stone is 

thrown into, but the unshakable peace even when lightening is flashing and it is sprayed 

by the waves, because Jesus takes care of us even at the cost of his l ife. 

D. Live by Eating Jesus John 6:53-55 

John 6:53-55 
53) So Jesus said to them, "Very truly, I tell you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of 

Man and drink his blood, you have no life in you. 54) Those who eat my flesh and drink 
my blood have eternal life, and I will raise them up on the last day; 55) for my flesh is true 
food and my blood is true drink. 

Let me ask you a question. Have you ever eaten human flesh? It's disgusting to think 

about such a thing, but that's what it sounded l ike from what Jesus was saying. We can 

easily imagine how the Jews were astonished to hear what Jesus said. They said, "How 

can this man give us his flesh to eat?" Even Jesus' disciples said, "This teaching is 

difficult; who can accept it?" And many of them turned back and no longer went about 

with Jesus. When I read this passage as a Christian for the first time, I was frustrated. I 

thought, "Because of expressions l ike this, the Bible is misunderstood by many people." 

When the early missionaries came to Japan, they had the Lord's Supper with some 
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believers. When this was going on, one of the neighbors got curious and peeped into the 

place. He couldn't see inside well ,  but he could hear someone say, "This is the body of 

Jesus. Take and eat it. This is the blood of Jesus. Drink it." He was upset and terrified. 

Soon, the rumor spread that the Christians were cannibals .  

I wanted Jesus to use a l ittle more sophisticated language. But one day, when I read a 

novel, I could see it from a different perspective. In  that novel, one elementary school 

teacher, Mr. Adachi, talks with his schoolchildren under the starlit sky. He told them a 

story from his boyhood, saying, "At that night, when the stars were shining l ike this, I 

stole soybeans and corn from a warehouse for the first time with my oldest brother. I was 

so afraid that I quit stealing after a while. But my brother continued to do that because 

he had six younger brothers and sisters. We were always hungry, waiting for him to bring 

food. He was caught by the police many times, but didn't quit stealing, and finally he died 

in a jail ." And then Mr. Adachi added. "Yes, I have lived by eating his l ife. Not only I but 

also everybody is living by eating someone else's l ife." 

I agree with Mr. Adachi .  I have lived by eating my father's l ife, my mother's l ife, and many 

others'. Our happiness is dependent on the sacrifice of others. Especial ly when my father 

died of leukemia ten years ago at the age of sixty-two, I felt it was partially because of 

me, because he had to work very hard so that I could go to a university. 

No one can live without eating someone else's l ife. And no one can live eternally without 

eating Jesus' l ife. Jesus said, "Very truly, I tell you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of 
Man and drink his blood, you have no life in you." He has offered his l ife on the cross, so 

that you and I can eat his l ife, receive his l ife, and own his l ife. Jesus also said, "Those 
who eat my flesh and drink my blood have eternal life." Let us welcome his l ife, so that 

we can l ive with him eternally. 

E. What Are Human Beings? Psalm 8:1 -1 0  

Sermon 
When do you want to praise the Lord? What causes you to sing a praise song to Him? Let 

us hear a praise song which was composed by King David. 

Scripture Recitation Psalm 8: 1-9 
To the leader: according to The Gitteith. A Psalm of David. 

1 .  0 Lord, our Sovereign, 
how majestic is your name in all the earth ! 
You have set your glory above the heavens. 

2. Out of the mouths of babes and infants 
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Your have founded a bulwark because of your foes, 
to silence the enemy and the avenger. 

3 .  When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers, 
the moon and the stars that you have established; 

4. what are human beings that you are mindful of them, 
mortals that you care for them? 

5. Yet you have made them a little lower than God, 
and crowned them with glory and honor. 

6. You have given them dominion over the works of your hands; 
you have put all things under their feet, 

7. all sheep and oxen, and also the beasts of the field, 
8. the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, 

whatever passes along the paths of the seas. 
9. 0 Lord, our Sovereign, 

how majestic is your name in all the earth! 

When I was a university student, I lived in a town called Hirosaki in Japan. Hirosaki is 

located in a basin, so it is very hot during the summer. As we did not have a bath in our 

apartment, my friend and I went to a public bath house. On our way back, as we did not 

want to go back to our hot apartment, we sometimes enjoyed the cool of the night. I lay 

down on a bench in a park and looked up to the starry sky, the bright moon and the 

countless twinkling stars. I was moved just to see them. 

I had become a Christian a couple of years before. Of course I had been fascinated to 

see the starry sky before I became a Christian, but now I knew the Creator of the stars. 

According to what I learned in a science class, it takes 1 .3 seconds to travel to the moon 

at the speed of l ight. To get to the sun, it takes more than 8 minutes. And to get to the 

next nearest star, it takes more than 4 years! There are numerous other stars in this 

universe, traveling to them takes more than bi l l ions of years at the speed of l ight. Not 

only that, but the earth that you and I are now living on is flying around the sun at an 

extraordinary speed, and at the same moment of the next year it wi l l  be exactly at the 

same place again. I was just amazed at the one who created this universe and gave the 

laws to it. 

To my greater surprise, this Creator is interested in me. Compared to the universe which 

God created, the earth is l ike a grain of rice. On such a small planet, I am just l ike a speck 

of dust. Whether I exist or not does not seem to affect anything. But God tells me that I 

am very precious in His sight. And God is leading my l ife with a wonderful plan moment by 

moment. That is why I could encounter Him even though I had known nothing about Him 

before. When I looked around from the bench, there were some apartments, in which the 

l ights were turned on. God loves not only me, but also all of those who are living in those 

apartments, whom I know nothing about. God is concerned about all of their lives every 

day. 
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The one who created such a vast universe is mindful of such small beings as they and I .  

When I thought about those things, I almost felt faint on the bench I was lying on. 

" When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the stars that you 

have established; what are human beings that you are mindful of them, mortals that you 

care for them?" 

David was a shepherd. M aybe he was looking up to the sky while he was watching his 

flock at night. He did not have the knowledge we now have about the universe. But when 

he looked at the work of the fingers of God, he knew how great God is. And when he 

considered how God was leading such a small shepherd with such great providence, and 

how God chose him to be the king of Israel, he couldn't help being astonished by all of 

this.  

" When I look at your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the stars that you 

have established; what are human beings that you are mindful of them, mortals that you 

care for them?" 

" What are human beings?" The B ible gives us a very simple answer for that. " You have 

made them a little lower than God " A little lower than God. It means that we are not 

gods. You may say, "Of course." But just half a century ago, most of the Japanese 

people believed that the emperor was a living god. For the glory of the emperor, they 

invaded Asian countries and attacked Pearl Harbor. They thought that to die for him was 

the greatest honor and they practiced it joyfully. Human beings are not gods and cannot 

become gods. If we make a mistake about this, something terrible occurs. 

" You have made them a little lower than God " It means that human beings are not 

beasts. Again you may say, "we know that." Before the atomic bombs were dropped on 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, there was a meeting in America. I n  that meeting, Truman, the 

President of the United States of America in those days, said, "Beasts should be treated 

as beasts." Yes, unless they had believed that, they could not have dropped that horrible 

bombs on the cities ful l  of people a little lower than God. 

God did not create human beings as gods or beasts. He created us a l ittle lower than God. 

He created us as precious beings according to His image with a beautiful design and plan 

for each one of us. And now, we know an even more wonderful truth than David knew. 

Now we know that God so loved us that He gave His only begotten son for us, so that we 

may not perish but have eternal life, the eternal relationship with God. We cannot help 

asking, "What are human beings that you are so mindful of us, mortals that you so much 

care for us?" 
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Because we are good people? No! Because God owes us something? No, not at al l !  The 

Apostle Paul wrote this to the Christians in Rome, "For while we were still weak, at the 

right time Ghrist died for the ungodly. . .  God proves his love for us in that while we still 

were sinners Ghrist died for us. " 

When I was twenty years old, one day from the window of my apartment, I saw a beautiful 

blue sky just after it had rained. I was moved to see the beauty of the sky, so I praised 

the Lord for that. And then, suddenly I realized that the one who created that beautiful 

sky died for me on the cross. It was a breathtaking moment. I could not help asking, 

"What am I that you are so mindful of me, a mortal that you so much care for me?" The 

answer was just because He loved me. I was so grateful to Him that a praise song was 

born in my heart, and I composed this song. 

I would l ike to praise the Lord with David. 

1 . Hateshinai 0-zora o T suku-rareta Shu ni 

(To the Lord, who created the boundless sky) 

Ima Kokoroka-ra Homeuta o Uta o-

(now let us sing a praise song from our hearts.) 

Ame o Furase Hi o Kagayakaseru 

(He is the one who makes it rain and makes the sun shine) 

O-inaru Shuno M ina o Home-tataeyo-

(Let us praise the great name of the Lord.) 

Hallelujah, hal lelujah, Shuyo Anatawa 

Hal lelujah, hal lelujah, ldaina Katadesu. 

(Hallelujah, hal lell.(jah, you are so great.) 

2. Watashino Munashii Jinseini Hi o T omoshite Kudasatta 

(He gave the l ight to my vacant l ife) 

Megumini Michiafureta Shu o T ataeyo-

(Let us praise him, who is fi l led with grace) 

Watashi o Sukuu T ameni lnochi o Sutete Kudasatta 

(He gave his l ife so that I might be saved) 

Awaremini Michiafureta Shu o T ataeyo-

(Let us praise him. who is filled with compassion) 

Hallelujah, hal le lujah, Shuyo Anatawa 

Hallelujah, hallelujah, Ainaru Katadesu. 

(Hallelujah, hal lelujah, you are ful l  of love) 
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